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Chapter 6

Learning and Extracting
Relations

The extraction of term relations, including the has definition relation in Chapter
7, is the last task in this thesis before we conduct a question answering experi-
ment in Chapter 8. In this task, we extract terms and their relationships from
text to generate information tables for our QA system. Our approach involves
two main phases: learning relation patterns and extracting relation instances.

A relation pattern is constructed by a pair of arguments linked by a rela-
tion path. In the medical domain these arguments typically appear as medical
concepts expressed by means of complex noun phrases, and moreover, these
arguments can only belong to specific semantic types. For example, a pair of
arguments for a medical relation causes can take a first argument of type Virus
and a secong argument of type Disease. Labeling terms according to their se-
mantic types has been discussed in Chapter 5.

This chapter deals with the extraction of 7 medical relation types, namely
causes, has symptom, has definition, occurs, treats, prevents, and diagnoses,
and aims at answering research question #6 on using dependency information to
learn relation patterns and to extract relation instances from text. Since creating
relation patterns by hand for all of these relation types is time consuming,
we pursue a less expensive approach by automatically learning patterns from
sentences that have been classified according to their relation types.

Section 6.2 presents previous approaches to relation extraction. After de-
scribing data sources in Section 6.3, we describe our method to learn relation
patterns in Section 6.4 and to extract dependency triples in Section 6.5. Our
method is evaluated in Section 6.6 and 6.7 on two different corpora, namely
the IMIX medical corpus (for the learning stage) and a medical subset of the
Wikipedia pages (for the extraction stage). We summarize this chapter with
Section 6.8.

6.1 Introduction

Relations require the utilization of terms at a higher level, where terms are
exploited not as separate entities but in relationships. Until recently, research
on term relationships has focused mainly on populating ontologies (Schutz and
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122 Chapter 6. Learning and Extracting Relations

Buitelaar, 2005; Wang et al., 2006; Suchanek et al., 2007). Others aim at extract-
ing binary relations for QA tables (Ravichandran and Hovy, 2001; Fleischman
et al., 2003; Jijkoun et al., 2004) or guideline modelling (Serban et al., 2007). In
all of these cases, relations can be seen as edges linking together terms forming
graph-theoretical structures (Smith et al., 2005).

Depending on the domain and purpose, the types of relations vary, from
general-purpose relations (e.g., part of ) to specific relations (e.g., genome of ).
These relations can be distinguished into three kinds of binary relations (Smith
et al., 2005):

<class, class> This relation is obtained between two classes, for example, the
isa relation between the class Vertebrate and the class Animal, or between
the class Social Behavior and the class Behavior.

<instance, class> This relation maps an instance to a particular class. For
example, the relation instance of maps the term instance tuberculose to
the class Disease or Syndrome, or the relation type maps the term instance
Albert Einstein to the class Physicist.

<instance, instance> This relation links two instances according to a par-
ticular relationship, for example, the relation causes between the term
instance HIV and the term instance AIDS, or between the term instance
shortage of insulin and the term instance diabetes.

The previously described term classification task can be considered as a pro-
cess of assigning an instance of relation to a term and its appropriate class(es).
On the other hand, the extraction of binary relations for QA tables, for example
the relation bornInYear(Albert Einstein, 1879 ), attempts to assign appropriate
relations between term instances.

Our relation extraction tasks in this chapter deal with the third kind of
binary relations. We identify terms and relations between term instances from
text. Since we work on a medical domain, we classify the extracted relation
instances into 7 relation types, namely causes, has symptom, has definition,
occurs, treats, prevents, and diagnoses.

6.2 Approaches to Relation Extraction

Studies on relation extraction have focused on the use of patterns to obtain rela-
tions from text. Predefined or automatically learned patterns act like templates
for finding arguments of the relation being extracted. Regarding the informa-
tion used to learn the patterns, relation extraction systems can be grouped into
three types: based on (semi-)structured information, surface information, and
deeper linguistic information (e.g., dependency relation).

6.2.1 Semi-structured Patterns

Instead of using an information extraction method, systems based on semi-
structured information make use of structures available in their sources to learn
relations. Today, the most comprehensive and potential source for this method is
Wikipedia that has been utilized in Suchanek et al. (2007) to populate relations
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for their YAGO1 ontology and in Auer et al. (2007) to populate structured
information for their DBpedia system.

Wikipedia contains category pages which link pages to a specific category.
For example, the page Alexander the Great is in the category Greek hero cult,
or the page Acupuncture is in the sub-category Traditional Chinese medicine
which is the sub-category of Traditional medicine. From the first example,
YAGO gets an instance Alexander the Great and a class Greek hero cult. This
pair will construct a <instance, class> relation, i.e., instance of (Alexander the
Great, Greek hero cult). More information about this instance can be found
from Wikipedia, for example, the page Alexander the Great is apparently in
the category 323 BC deaths. With a heuristic pattern, YAGO extracts another
instance 323 BC and a relation deaths (diedInYear). This instance pair will
create a <instance, instance> relation, i.e., diedInYear(Alexander the Great,
323 BC ).

The authors use rule-based and heuristic methods to extract such knowledge
from the Wikipedia and unify it with WordNet to create YAGO. This ontology
consists of basic relations (e.g., subClassOf, isA, type) and some factoid rela-
tions (e.g., locatedIn, bornInYear, hasWonPrize, and citizenOf ). Combining the
two lexical sources, YAGO contains 1 million entities and 5 million facts. Its
accuracy is around 95%, which is very close to human accuracy.

Similar to YAGO, DBpedia converts Wikipedia contents into structural
knowledge. As of September 2008, the DBpedia dataset contains 2.49 million
concepts, which include concepts of persons, places, music albums, and so on
(Wikipedia, 2008). The dataset also contains 75,000 concepts of categories from
YAGO.

There are two limitations faced by systems using these methods. First,
these methods heavily rely on the availability of (semi-)structured sources which
not always exist in some domains. Thus, its implementation is limited by the
sources. Second, these methods do not take textual sources into account, and
as a consequence, relations only present in the text will not be detected.

6.2.2 Surface Patterns

Some of the most cited works on relation extraction use surface information to
learn patterns from text (Brin, 1999; Agichtein and Gravano, 2000; Ravichan-
dran and Hovy, 2001). With simple patterns consisting of a lexical and op-
tionally PoS information, their systems are aimed at collecting high precision
relations on large document collections (e.g., Web pages). Some of the methods
have been discussed briefly in Chapter 4 (Term Variation). In this chapter, we
discuss them in detail, especially with respect to the relation extraction task.

Brin (1999) develops the DIPRE (Dual Iterative Pattern Relation Extrac-
tion) technique to automatically learn binary relation patterns from a seed list
of target relations, and then used the patterns to extract relation tuples. The
way it works is as follows. Given a seed list of (title, author) tuples (e.g., 5
book titles with authors) and a large web document collection, the algorithm
searches the occurrence of the tuples in the collection, and keeps the context
of every occurrence. Patterns are automatically generated from the tuples and
their contexts which match the following regular expression:

1YAGO: the authors did not provide the meaning of this acronym.
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*prefix, author, middle, title, suffix*

The prefix and suffix can be seen as 10 characters of context windows appear-
ing at the beginning and ending of the pattern, and the author and title are
restricted to the following regular expressions, respectively:

[A-Z][A-Za-z .,&]{5,30}[A-Za-z.]

[A-Z0-9][A-Za-z0-9 .,:’#!?;&]{4,45}[A-Za-z0-9?!]

As an example, consider a valid tuple (Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s
Stone, J.K. Rowling) meaning J.K. Rowling is the author of the book Harry
Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone. Having this tuple as a seed, DIPRE extracts
contexts of the tuples like the following:

(1) a. ..to buy Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone by J.K. Rowling
and..

b. ..Buy JK Rowling - Harry Potter And The Philosopher’s Stone:
Complete..

c. ..reviews on Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone by JK Rowl-
ing read it..

These contexts construct basic patterns like the following:

*to buy <TITLE> by <AUTHOR> and*

*Buy <AUTHOR> - <TITLE>: Complete*

*reviews on <TITLE> by <AUTHOR> read it*

A formalized pattern in DIPRE is defined as a tuple of five arguments:
(order, urlprefix, prefix, middle, suffix). The boolean value order indicates if
the pair found in text follows the (author, title) order. Thus from the above
contexts, DIPRE generates the following patterns:

(false,URLPREFIX,to buy,by,and)

(true,URLPREFIX,buy,-,: Complete)

(false,URLPREFIX,reviews on,by,read it)

These patterns are then used to bootstrap the target relations until a large
number of relations are extracted. An evaluation by the author on a repository
of 24 million web pages (147 gigabytes) shows that at the end of the iterations,
a relatively high quality list of 15,000 books is collected. He suggests that the
same tool may be applied to other relation types and domains.

The DIPRE technique does not need training data, only a very small number
of seed tuples. It assumes that the extracted patterns can be found redundantly
in the document collection and thus a number of matched instance tuples can
be collected. This assumption will be less applicable if the size of the data is
small. Most of the processes in DIPRE can be done automatically, except for an
investigation of the accuracy of the patterns aimed at discarding non-selective
patterns. However, this manual intervention can be avoided by assigning weights
to patterns and tuples.

Agichtein and Gravano (2000) develop a tool, called Snowball, addressing
the same issue (extracting information relationships from text) and even using
the same idea as DIPRE. The main contribution of this tool is in using a novel
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technique for evaluating the quality of the patterns and the tuples generated
in each iteration process. Only reliable patterns and tuples are used for the
following iterations.

At the pattern generation stage, the key difference between Snowball and
DIPRE is that Snowball uses named entity tags (e.g., LOCATION, ORGANI-
ZATION, PERSON) in a pattern. For example, given a seed tuple (organization,
location) such as (Microsoft, Redmond) for the locatedIn relation, Snowball gets
the following matches from its iteration:

(2) a. ..Microsoft, Redmond
b. ..Microsoft ’s headquarters in Redmond”.
c. ..the Microsoft corporate campus in Redmond,

One of the patterns generated from these instances is (ORGANIZATION, LOCATION),
in which <ORGANIZATION> will only match with a string identified by a
named entity tagger as ORGANIZATION and <LOCATION> will only match
with a string tagged as LOCATION. By including labels, the number of invalid
tuples can be minimized.

However, invalid tuples may still occur. Consider, for example, the following
sentence:

(3) ..by the attorney general’s office and Microsoft, New York Attorney
General Eliot Spitzer..

Although the second named entity is a LOCATION, the extracted tuple (Mi-
crosoft, New York) is not a valid locatedIn relation. To solve this problem,
Snowball uses the strategy of discarding non-selective patterns, such as the
(ORGANIZATION, LOCATION) pattern. This filtering is carried out in two steps
as follows:

Frequency filter As the initial step, this filter discards all patterns that are
supported by fewer than a given number (threshold) of seed tuples.

Selectivity filter This step discards all patterns that have lower confidence
scores than a particular threshold. The confidence score is computed
by comparing the number of tuples t=(o,l) (generated by the pattern in
question in an iteration), that match (counted as P.positive) with tuples
t′=(o′,l′) (generated by high confidence patterns in its preceding itera-
tion), with the total number of all tuples generated by the pattern, as
defined in Equation 6.1.

Conf(P ) =
P.positive

P.positive + P.negative
(6.1)

where P.positive is the number of positive matches for pattern P and P.negative
is the number of negative matches.

An evaluation on 300,000 newspaper articles shows that the recall of Snow-
ball is generally higher than DIPRE’s, while their precision is comparable. Since
this method depends on named entities, its will be affected by the accuracy of
the named entity tagger. This method is also limited to the extraction of factoid
relations containing named entities. However, the idea of using tags or labels
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in patterns can be extended to other types of entities (e.g., medical semantic
types).

The use of surface patterns for QA is reported in Ravichandran and Hovy
(2001). They use a similar approach in learning (NAME, ANSWER) patterns as the
above approaches. Their work was motivated by the fact that in the TREC-10
(Text REtrieval Conference) QA evaluation, the winning system was the one
using an extensive list of surface patterns, which consist of 51 lists of various
pattern elements created manually; 5-15 lists for each question type (Soubbotin
and Soubbotin, 2001). Surprised by the high result inspite of the simple method,
they attempt to generate and evaluate patterns automatically.

Typically, BIRTHDATE questions like “When was George Washington born?”
will have an answer as found in the following sentences:

(4) a. George Washington was born in 1732 ..
b. George Washington (1732 -99) as a Freemason Giclee Print ..
c. George Washington (1732 - 1799) ..

These sentences obviously contain regularities that can be captured by patterns,
for example:

<NAME> was born in <ANSWER>

<NAME> (<ANSWER>-

<NAME> (<ANSWER> -

To generate good patterns for the BIRTHDATE question, Ravichandran and
Hovy (2001) send queries to a search engine with some examples of NAMEs
and their BIRTHYEARs; an example of such a query is +“George Washington”
+1732. They download the top 1000 web documents returned by the search
engine, extract sentences containing both the question and answer terms, and
then use a suffix tree constructor (this idea was borrowed from computational
biology (Gusfield, 1997)) to extract all of the longest matching substrings from
the sentences. For the above example sentences, the longest matching substring
is George Washington (1732. Patterns are generated from these substrings by
replacing each question term with its label. For that substring, the generated
pattern is <NAME> (<ANSWER>, and its score is 2 (from the two matching
sentences).

The precision of each pattern is calculated as follows. For each pattern, send
a query containing its question term <NAME> (e.g., George Washington) to
the search engine, and from the top 1000 web documents returned by the search
engine, extract only sentences that contain the term. Then, count in these
sentences, the presence of the pattern with <ANSWER> tag that matches
with any word (Co) and with the correct answer term (e.g., 1732 ) (Ca). The
precision of the pattern is defined by the formula P = Ca/Co.

Evaluated on the TREC-10 question set, this method shows that better
performance was achieved when answers were extracted from Web documents
instead of from the TREC-10 corpus. This indicates that this method is suit-
able for large document collection as it can provide relatively enough matched
instances to support the precision of the patterns.

All methods described in this subsection are based on an assumption that
each sentence is a simple sequence of words, and thus simple patterns will be
able to capture the intended relations. The reported results show that these
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methods work relatively well in extracting factoid relations. Furthermore, due
to their simplicity, such methods can be applied for other languages.

However, for non-factoid question types that may be more complex, and
particularly for sentences containing long dependencies between words such as
in Dutch, the methods may fail in detecting relation patterns. In these cases, a
deeper linguistic analysis and an appropriate method will be required.

6.2.3 Dependency Relation Patterns

Using syntactic (dependency) analysis for relation extraction has become in-
creasingly popular in recent years (Culotta and Sorensen, 2004; Bunescu and
Mooney, 2005; Zhao and Grishman, 2005; Nguyen et al., 2007). These systems
rely heavily on machine learning techniques and on annotated corpora, such as
the ACE corpus (NIST, 2000), in which relations between named entities are
marked explicitly. There have also been attempts to learn relation patterns
from seed lists containing instances of the relation (i.e. pairs of person names
and birth dates) (Fleischman et al., 2003; Pantel and Pennacchiotti, 2006). This
work relies on the fact that sentences containing a seed pair can be easily found
(on the web or in large corpora) and tend to provide valid instances for the
relation.

Culotta and Sorensen (2004) use a tree kernel over dependency trees in an
SVM to classify the co-occurrence of two entities (e.g., X and Y ) in a sub-
tree into a relation type (e.g., location). A relation instance is defined as the
smallest common subtree in a dependency tree, that contains both entities. For
each node in the subtree, they add as features the following information (with
examples): word, PoS-tag (NN, NNP), general PoS (noun, adj ), chunk-tag
(NP, VP), entity-type (person, location), entity-level (name, pronoun), Word-
net hypernyms (city, country), and relation-argument (first argument, second
argument).

The method was evaluated on 800 annotated documents gathered from var-
ious newspapers and broadcasts, and on four settings of kernels (contiguous,
bag-of-words, sparse + contiguous, and contiguous + bag-of-words). In a task
of classifying relation instances into 24 relation types, this method achieves the
best performance with the last kernel, resulting in adequate precision (70.3%)
but low recall (26.3%). This low result is mainly caused by a class imbalance
between training data (24 classes) and testing data (5 classes). As a conse-
quence, very few training examples are relations, so the classifier missed rele-
vant relations in test data. When the task is changed to a binary classification
task, which detects whether an instance is of a particular relation, the method
achieves better performance with 81.2% precision and 51.8% recall.

Although the detecting method performs relatively well, it is a difficult task
for the kernel method. To improve it, Culotta and Sorensen (2004) suggest the
use of different methods to detect candidate relations before using the kernel
method for the classification task.

Recent work reported in Nguyen et al. (2007) combines syntactic (depen-
dency relation) and semantic (role labels) information to extract relations from
Wikipedia. It attempts to relax restricted conditions set in the previously de-
scribed method: matching all nodes (including their features) located between
both entities in a subtree. Their strategy is to decompose the relation paths
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between the entities into tokens, and to learn the shared segments of the paths.
As an illustration, consider the following sentences and their dependency paths:

(5) MySQL was developed in 1990’s by David Axmark and Michael Wide-
nius.

[MySQL]N →s [developed]V ←mod [in]Prep←pcomp−n [1990′s]
←mod [by]Prep←pcomp−n[David Axmark ]N..

(6) Firefox was developed by the Mozilla Foundation, which was founded
in July 2003.

[Firefox]N →s [developed]V ←mod [by]Prep ←pcomp−n [the Mozilla
Foundation]N..

Both of the sentences express the same relation type, i.e. developerOf, but the
surface text is different. If we look at the token sequences, we will see that they
share a common subsequence:

[developed]V ←mod [by]Prep←pcomp−n N

This subsequence is called a “pattern”. Each dependency path may con-
tain several patterns, and each relation type may also have several patterns.
Which patterns are relevant to a relation type can be decided from their weights.
Nguyen et al. (2007) incorporate the following factors to assign the weights:

Length of the pattern: two dependency paths that share a long common
subsequence (length) are likely to express the same relation type.

Support of the pattern: the number of sequences containing the pattern, or
the number of occurrences of the pattern in the sequence database; this
factor is similar to the concept of Term Frequency (TF) concept in TF-
IDF. The more the supporting sequences, the stronger the pattern.

Amount of lexical information: the words in the subsequence are more im-
portant than the dependency relations of the words, as illustrated in these
sentences: “Firefox was developed by the Mozilla Foundation..” and
“Firefox was presented by the Mozilla Foundation..” These examples
suggest different relation types (i.e., developerOf and presenterOf ) al-
though expressed by the same dependency relation.

Number of sequence databases in which the pattern appears: a sequence
database contains a set of pattern sequences for a particular relation. A
pattern that appears in many sequence databases is most likely not a key
pattern for any relation, and this corresponds to a common pattern that
occurs in many relations. This factor is similar to the Inverse Document
Frequency (IDF) concept in TF-IDF.

Based on these considerations, the following formula computes the weight of
a pattern p for a particular relation type r.

wr(p) =
irf(p)× supportDr

(p)× l(p)× elex(p)

| Dr |
(6.2)
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Where Dr is a sequence database of the relation r; supportDr
(p) is the number

of supporting sequences for the pattern p in Dr; irf(p) is the Inverted Relation

Frequency of p defined with log( |R|
|M(p)| ), where R is a set of relations and M(p) is

a set of sequence databases in which p occurs; l(p) is length of p; and lex(p) is the
number of word-based items in p. The lex(p) factor is weighted exponentially
because Nguyen et al. (2007) found that the information items coming from
words are more important than those coming from dependency relations as
shown in the example about the lexical information above.

To predict the most appropriate relation for an entity pair in a sentence, the
authors compute the likelihood2 score Lr(P ) or the likelihood of the dependency
path P to express relation r as follows:

Lr(P ) =
∑

p∈S(P )

wr(p) (6.3)

Where S(P ) is a set of all subsequences that have been generated from P .
Finally, the most appropriate relation is the one that gives the highest likelihood
score to the dependency path P :

R = arg max
r

Lr(P ) (6.4)

Besides using syntactic information, the authors also add semantic infor-
mation taken from relationships between a predicate and its arguments in a
particular context. This relationship forms Predicate-Argument (PA) struc-
ture. For example, Firefox is a thing, and Mozilla Foundation is an agent for
the predicate developed.

The method is evaluated on 6,125 articles that contain 21,356 true relations
and 112,864 candidate relations. Using only dependency relation information,
the method achieves 56.50% precision of 49.71% recall. When semantic infor-
mation is added, the performance is improved to 69.10% precision and 57.72%
recall. The authors conclude that using more syntactic and semantic informa-
tion will increase the performance.

Another benefit of using dependency parse trees has been reported by Khoo
et al. (2000). When they use only PoS tagging and phrase bracketing, without
full parsing, the number of extracted patterns is large (Khoo et al., 1998). But,
when they apply full parsing, a much smaller number of patterns is needed.

The use of dependency parse trees to extract relation tables from Dutch
texts has been reported by Mur (2008). For each relation table, the author
uses a seed list containing 10 pairs of related terms. For a Capital relation, for
example, each pair consists of a country (e.g., Duitsland) and a capital (e.g.,
Berlijn) terms. Having this seed, the author deduces dependency patterns from
a parsed corpus by selecting the shortest dependency path between the term
Duitsland and the term Berlijn. Assume that the corpus contains the following
sentence:

(7) Berlijn, de hoofdstad van Duitsland, is een mooie stad.
‘Berlin, the capital of Germany, is a beautiful city.’

2This measurement is not a likelihood statistically.
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su
np

hd
name

Berlijn0

app
np

det
det
de2

hd
noun

hoofdstad3

mod
pp

hd
prep
van4

obj1
name

Duitsland5

Figure 6.1: A sub-tree of the dependency parse tree of the sentence in example
(7).

and the sub-tree of this sentence’s dependency parse tree is shown in Figure 6.1.
The shortest dependency path between the two terms is represented as triples
in example (8):

(8)







〈berlijn/0, app, hoofdstad/3〉,
〈hoofdstad/3, mod, van/4〉,
〈van/4, obj1, duitsland/5〉,







A pattern is derived from the triples by replacing the seed terms and indices
with variables as shown below:

(9)







〈Capital/Ca, app, hoofdstad/H〉,
〈hoofdstad/H, mod, van/V〉,
〈van/V, obj1, Country/Co〉,







Mur (2008) uses a bootstrapping technique to learn patterns from depen-
dency parse trees, and applies the patterns to get new term pairs. She runs the
bootstrapping process in two rounds or until an adequate number of facts have
been extracted from the corpus.

6.2.4 Discussion

To decide which approach is the most suitable for our relation extraction task,
we consider again the sentences in example (5) of Section 1.6. All of these
sentences express the same pattern, i.e. word veroorzaak door ‘is caused by’.
However, the surface representation is totally different among them, as shown
below:

(10) a. .. word veroorzaakt door ..
b. .. wordt [meestal] veroorzaakt door ..
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c. .. veroorzaakt wordt door ..
d. .. door [Salmonella bacteriën] wordt veroorzaakt.
e. .. wordt [met name] door [brucella melitensis] veroorzaakt.

It is not only the positions of the words in the sentences that are different
(e.g., (10-a) and (10-b)), but the word order is also different (e.g., (10-a) and
(10-c)). Therefore, the methods based on an assumption that a sentence is a
simple sequence of words, such as methods in Section 6.2.2, may fail in detecting
common patterns in such sentences.

The work of Nguyen et al. (2007) and Mur (2008) show that a dependency-
relation-based method is able to handle such long dependencies between words.
With dependency relation information, the relation between a predicate and its
long-dependent arguments can be captured. This relation detection method is
promising for our task as sentences in Dutch medical text tend to be long and
complex.

Another consideration we have is to extract only meaningful relations for
a particular relation type. For example, a causes table in our medical QA
system should only contain causes relations between two medical terms, and
not between any random pair of terms or words. Patterns of the medical type
can be extracted based on their dependency relations, however the meaning
of extracted relations may be irrelevant. Consider, for example, the following
sentences:

(11) a. [Brain cancer]N is caused by [tumor]N .
b. [A null session leak]N is caused by [the GetFileAttributes function]N .

These sentences express the same pattern (is caused by), and their arguments
also share the same feature. However, if we want to build a causes relation table
for a medical domain, sentence (11-b) will be irrelevant as its relation arguments
do not express medical terms.

Relation learning for the medical domain is more challenging as it typically
involves relations between medical concepts that are expressed by means of
complex noun phrases that fall outside the scope of standard named entity
classifiers (e.g., sentence (11-a)). Instead, specialized terminological resources,
such as UMLS, are needed to identify valid arguments of a relation.

Our relation learning (Section 6.4) and extraction (Section 6.5) tasks in this
chapter will address this problem, where we investigate the use of dependency
relations and the labeling of medical concepts for extracting medical relations.
Our tasks can be seen as the extension of previous work, which is aimed at
extracting various medical relation types.

6.3 Resources

For learning relation patterns, we use the IMIX medical corpus that has been
described in Section 5.3.4. The corpus consists of texts from a medical encyclo-
pedia and a medical handbook.

Seven different relation types are present in the corpus that contains 57,004
labeled sentences. As shown in Table 6.1, the number of training sentences
per relation types can differ considerably (the relation type treats is the most
frequent and prevents is the least frequent). Among the sentences, there are
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Data set training testing
treats 4,251 15
has symptom 3,782 11
causes 3,136 21
has definition 3,496 11
diagnoses 1,103 25
occurs 942 28
prevents 429 10
all 56,654 350

Table 6.1: The number of sentences per relation type in the training and test
set of the IMIX medical corpus. Sentences counted in the test set were positive
examples among the 50 sentences randomly selected from the corpus.

–
smain

su
np

mod
adj

ernstig0

hd
noun

levercirrose1

hd
verb
leid2

mod
adv

eveneens3
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Figure 6.2: A dependency tree of the sentence Ernstige levercirrose leidt eve-
neens tot de dood ‘Severe liver cirrhosis also leads to death’.
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Figure 6.3: An illustration of a dependency relation tree of a clausal node L, a
pattern p1::p2, and a relation pattern R(A,B).

somes that are annotated with more than one relation type. For each relation,
we randomly selected 50 sentences as test set. For the purpose of the evalation,
we re-annotated the test set: only sentences that contain two fully specified
arguments of the relation are considered to be relevant instances of the relation.3

Note that, since relation labeling was done at the level of sentences, for many
relations, less than 50% of the labeled instances actually contain both arguments
of the relation. This indicates that our corpus is a good deal less informative
than other corpora which explicitly mark relations between (medical) terms.

For testing the performance of the relation patterns, we also used the text of
lemma’s in the category Health Care from Dutch Wikipedia (105,088 sentences).
We parse this corpus using the Alpino parser (van Noord, 2006), which results
in dependency parse trees as shown in Figure 6.2. As this material was not
annotated, evaluation of precision was performed manually on the basis of the
output of the relation extraction system.

For classifying relation arguments, we take a subset of 3 millions terms from
the UMLS, of which 5% are in Dutch and 95% are in English. These terms are
indexed using the method in Chapter 5.

6.4 Learning Patterns

6.4.1 Definition

We begin with describing terms used in the rest of this chapter.

Definition: A dependency triple is a triple R(S,O) that links a subject S and
an object O through a dependency pattern R. A dependency pattern is a
pair of sequences of (root) head words from the dominating clausal node
(L) in the dependency tree dominating S and O to S (p1 ) and to O (p2 ).
A relation pattern is a triple R(A,B) that links a subject with semantic
type A and an object with semantic type B.

Figure 6.3 illustrates a dependency parse tree of the dominating clausal
node L and an extracted relation pattern R(A,B). A dependency pattern R is
constructed by a pair of paths p1 and p2.

3Thus, we discarded from the test set sentences containing anaphoric NPs as argument.
We come back to this issue in the discussion section.
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6.4.2 Algorithm

To get a set of distinctive relation patterns for a particular relation type, we
use a set of sentences that contain the relation type and have been parsed with
dependency relation information, and follow a heuristic consisting of four steps
below:

Step 1: Extract dependency triples R(S,O): For each dependency parse
tree of a training sentence, extract all dependency triples R(S,O) contained
in its sub-trees. Each dependency triple contains a pattern p1::p2 and its
two arguments: a subject S and an object O. At this step, S and O do
not have to be terms.

Step 2: Classify relation arguments S and O: For each dependency triple
R(S,O), identify the main terms S and O using the linguistic method in
Section 3.4, and classify the terms using the method in Chapter 5 to get
semantic types A and B. The output of this step is a set of candidate
relation patterns R(A,B).

Step 3: Weight dependency patterns R: For each dependency pattern R
in the set of relation instances, compute its weight.

Step 4: Weight relation patterns R(A,B): Given a set of weighted candi-
date dependency patterns R, calculate the weight of each candidate rela-
tion pattern. The output of this step is a set of relation patterns and their
scores <R(A,B), score>.

6.4.3 Extracting Dependency Triples

To extract a dependency triple from a dependency parse tree (see Figure 6.3),
there are three nodes that have to be identified, namely:

The dominating clausal node (L): it is the parent node of a subject and
an object. In the Alpino parser output, a clausal node is tagged with the
category ‘smain’ (main clause), ‘sv1’ (verb-initial main clause), ‘ssub’
(subordinate clause), or ‘inf’ (infinitive clause).

Subject node (S): it is a descendant node of the clausal node L, that serves
as a subject, and is a noun or a noun phrase. If the descendants of this
node contain a conjunction, we look at all nouns and noun phrases within
the conjunction and use them as different subjects; in this case, we will
get more than one dependency triple from a single dependency pattern R.

Object node (O): it is a descendant node of the clausal node, that serves as
an object, and is a noun or a noun phrase. If the descendants of this node
contain a conjunction, we look at all nouns and noun phrases within the
conjunction and use each of them as a different object; in this case, we will
get more than one dependency triple from a single dependency pattern R.

Having a combination of S-L-O nodes, we extract a pair of paths p1 and p2
as follows:

p1: a sequence of head words from node L to node S.
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p2: a sequence of head words from node L to node O.

As the result, we get a dependency triple R(S,O) which is defined as the
following:

R(S,O) = p1 :: p2(S,O) (6.5)

where the dependency pattern R is a concatenation of the path to the subject
and the path to the object.

As an example, consider the dependency parse tree in Figure 6.2. Its domi-
nating clausal node (L) is indicated by the ‘smain’ node, with the noun phrase
‘ernstige levercirrose’ as a subject (S ), and a prepositional clause ‘pc’ contain-
ing an object (O), the noun phrase ‘de dood ’. During climbing down from L to
S, we hit the head word ‘leid ’ (p1 ), and from L to O, we hit the head words
‘leid ’ and ‘tot ’ (p2 ); these processes result in leid::leid tot as the dependency
pattern (R). Thus, a dependency triple extracted from that dependency parse
tree is leid::leid tot(ernstige levercirrose, de dood).

6.4.4 Classifying Relation Arguments

Subjects and objects in the dependency triples are nouns and NPs. Having a
noun as the argument, we can directly classify it using the term labeling method
in Chapter 5. However, if the argument is an NP, we need to recognize its main
terms before the labeling. From Section 3.4 we learn that candidate terms
(NPs), which are extracted using syntactic information, have a lower precision
and recall compared those extracted using PoS filter. Consider, for example,
the following sentence:

(12) Aantasting van de bijnierschors door infecties ( bijv. tuberculose ) of
bij auto-immuunziekten kan leiden tot de ziekte van Addison.
Erosion of the adrenal glands by infections (eg, tuberculosis) or with
autoimmune diseases could lead to the Addison’s disease.

A dependency triple in this sentence has a complex NP as its subject, i.e. ‘Ero-
sion of the adrenal glands by infections (eg, tuberculosis) or with autoimmune
diseases.’ Labeling this NP will give us no result.

To classify such a complex argument, first we extract its main term using the
linguistic filter in Figure 3.9. The filter extracts the first matching sub-string
of the argument. For the subject in the example above, the filter extracts Aan-
tasting van de bijnierschors (N Prep Det N) as the main term. The filter will
also remove stop words (e.g. determiners) preceding simple NPs, for example,
de dood ‘the death’ becomes dood and de ziekte van Addison ‘the Addison’s
disease’ becomes ziekte van Addison ‘Addison’s disease’.

For each argument, our classifier may return more than one concept label. If
this is the case, all combinations of concept labels are used to generate relation
patterns. For instance, the above example contains the following dependency
triples:

kan::kan leid tot(Aantasting van de bijnierschors, ziekte van Addison)
leid::leid tot(Aantasting van de bijnierschors, ziekte van Addison)
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The first triple, which is extracted by main clause as the dominating clausal
node, is constructed by dependency pattern kan::kan leid tot ‘can::can lead to’,
which contains modal verb kan ‘can’; while the second triple, which is extracted
by infinitive clause as the dominating clausal node, does not contain the verb.
We include both triples to our list of dependency triples.

After classifying each of the arguments, we obtain for the first argument the
followig tree labels: Disease or Syndrome, Neoplastic Process, and Finding ; and
for the second argument one label: Disease or Syndrome. For the first triple,
the combinations of the labels result in the following relation patterns:

kan::kan leid tot(Disease or Syndrome, Disease or Syndrome)
kan::kan leid tot(Neoplastic Process, Disease or Syndrome)
kan::kan leid tot(Finding, Disease or Syndrome)

6.4.5 Weighting Dependency Patterns

Dependency patterns are obtained for a given relation without the concept
classes of the arguments. The number of unique dependency patterns extracted
from a set of training sentences is large, but not all of them are useful for ex-
tracting relations. We will only use a subset of these patterns that are supported
by a significant number of dependency triples.

To select valid dependency patterns for a given relation type, we use the
following techniques:

Frequency: Dependency patterns are ranked according to the relative fre-
quency in a given relation type. Patterns below a certain threshold are
discarded.

Keywords: Dependency patterns which do not contain one of a limited number
of keywords are discarded.

For the first technique, we compute the weight of a dependency pattern R
as the ratio of the probability in a training corpus C, and the probability in the
general medical corpus G. We multiply this score with the frequency of R in C,
as shown below:

weight(R) =
PC(R)

PG(R)
× fC(R) (6.6)

where PC is the probability of the dependency pattern R in the corpus C, defined

as PC = fC(R)
NC

, and NC is the number of all dependency patterns in C; PG is
the probability in the corpus G ; and fC(R) is the number of sentences in which
R occurs in C. The intuition behind this method is that good dependency
patterns ought to appear more frequently in the training corpus, which contains
a medical relation type, than in the general medical corpus, which contains all
relation types. We multiply with frequency again to decrease the importance of
low frequency dependency patterns in the training corpus.

Table 6.2 shows the effect of reranking (relative to raw frequency) for the
causes relation type. Rankw and Rankf are the rank of the dependency pattern
based on its weight and on its frequency in C, respectively. We use the IMIX
medical corpus described in Section 6.3 to get the values for fC and fG. The
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Rankw RankfC
Pattern (Eng) fC(R) fG(R) W

1 2 be cause by 231 316 2970
3 1 be 490 3367 1254
5 12 can arise from 67 112 705
58 9 have 78 1037 103

all patterns 4520 79525

Table 6.2: Comparing the ranks of dependency patterns based on their weight
and frequencies.

weighting formula increases the ranks of be cause by and can arise from patterns
and decreases the ranks of be and have patterns.

Although frequency weighting decreases the rank of the very general depen-
dency pattern have significantly, it will still be included if we keep all patterns
with a score of 50 or higher. Reranking is even less succesfull for be. We be-
lieve this is at least partially caused by the fact that the training data is noisy:
many of the sentences labeled with a certain relation do not contain suitable
arguments for the relation.

To eliminate overly general patterns, we therefore collected a small list of
keywords for each relation by manually investigating the ranked patterns. Only
dependency patterns that contain at least one of the keywords are considered as
valid patterns. Examples of the selected keywords for the causes relation type
are: oorzaak ‘cause’, ontsta ‘rise’, gevolg ‘result’, leid ‘lead’, initieer ‘initiate’,
complicatie van ‘complication of’, ontwikkel ‘develop’, bevorder ‘promote’.

These keywords are similar to those created manually in the previous ap-
proach reported in Tjong Kim Sang et al. (2005). In their method, the authors
select keywords based on their knowledge on a relation type. A problem may
occur with this method, where some relevant keywords that may occur in the
corpus are missed. Using our method, we can select all relevant keywords found
in dependency patterns extracted from the corpus.

6.4.6 Weighting Relation Patterns

In the previous section we have weighted dependency patterns using a frequency
comparison technique. Now, we rank relation patterns which contain the de-
pendency patterns using frequency of the relation patterns and weight of the
associated dependency patterns. The following formula defines the weight of a
relation pattern RA,B :

weight(RA,B) = fC(RA,B)× weight(R) (6.7)

where fC(RA,B) is the frequency of the relation pattern R(A,B) in the corpus C
and weight(R) is the weight of its dependency pattern calculated in the previous
step.

To select ‘good’ relation patterns from the ‘bad’ ones, we apply a threshold
based on the weight of the patterns. This selection is necessary, especially when
the size of corpus C is large, which will produce a large number of relation
patterns.
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6.5 Extracting Relations

Having a set of relation patterns R(A,B) for a given relation type Rel, our
task now is to extract new relation instances that are relevant to Rel. For this
purpose, we extract from a test corpus all dependency triples RT (S,O) whose
dependency patterns RT have to correspond with a dependency pattern R of
one of the relation patterns R(A,B), and whose semantic types have to match
with at least one of the semantic types in the corresponding relation patterns
R(A,B).

Ideally, the semantic types of both arguments of a triple should match with
both semantic types A and B of the corresponding relation pattern. However,
our experiments showed that there are some relevant triples that match on one
of their arguments and also some triples match only on their dependency pattern
R. Therefore, to investigate the effect of term labeling, we group the dependency
triples into three semantic levels. Given a dependency triple RT (S,O) and a
set of its relation patterns RT (A,B) (recall that a dependency triple may have
more than one relation pattern, depending on the number of semantic types of
its arguments), we define its semantic level as follows:

Level 1: if at least one of relation patterns in RT (A,B) matches with R(A,B).

Level 2: otherwise, if one of relation patterns in RT (A,B) contains an argu-
ment that matches with an argument of its corresponding relation pattern
R(A,B).

Level 3: otherwise, if its dependency pattern RT matches with the dependency
pattern R of its corresponding relation pattern R(A,B).

Consider that n is a matching level for RT (A,B). At n = 1, RT (A,B)
matches with R(A,B); at n = 2, it matches with R(A,*) or R(*,B); and at
n = 3, it matches with R(*.*). The weights of the matched relation patterns,
weight(RA,B,n), at 1 ≤ n ≤ 3, are calculated as average values below:

weight(RA,B,1) = weight(RA,B)

weight(RA,B,2) =

∑

weight(RA,∗) +
∑

weight(R∗,B)

‖ RA,∗ ‖ + ‖ R∗.B ‖

weight(RA,B,3) =

∑

weight(R∗,∗)

‖ R∗,∗ ‖

where weight(RA,∗) is the weight of any relation pattern that matches with an
aggregated pattern (RA,∗), and ‖ RA,∗ ‖ is the number of relation patterns that
match with an aggregated pattern (RA,∗).

Subsequently, we formulate the average weight at level n using the following
equation:

weight(Ln) =

∑

weight(RA,B,n)

‖ RA,B,n ‖
(6.8)

where ‖ RA,B,n ‖ is the number of aggregated patterns at level n. Thus, the
probability of being at level n is:
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P (Ln) =
weight(Ln)

∑

1≤i≤3 weight(Li)
(6.9)

In other words, if all of the relation patterns of a triple match at the same level,
the probability of the triple for being at that level is 1. If the triple also has
relation patterns at other levels, the probability will be lower.

Finally, the relevance score of the triple RT (S,O) can be calculated with the
following formula:

score(RT (S,O)) = weight(Lmax)× P (Lmax) (6.10)

This formula corresponds to the average weight at the highest level and its
probability at this level. Recall that Level 1 > Level 2 > Level 3. Dependency
triples are ranked locally based on their scores in each level.

6.6 Experiments and Results

In this section we discuss our experiments on the learning and the extraction
methods using two resources described in Section 6.3, i.e., the IMIX medical
corpus (imix) that contains 57,004 sentences, and a medical subset of Wikipedia
(wikipedia) that contains 105,088 sentences. The task is to learn relation
patterns from imix and to extract relation instances from wikipedia for the 7
medical relation types in Table 6.1.

6.6.1 Learning Phase

In this phase, we learn relation patterns from imix that contains labeled sen-
tences. For each relation type, we generate a relation model containing relation
patterns and their scores. In the following subsections, we present dependency
patterns R and relation patterns R(A,B) extracted for each relation type, which
is aimed at examining how well the learning method captures the patterns. In
the last subsection, we discuss how the patterns overlap among the relation
types.
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6.6.1.1 treats

The treats relation type is defined in the UMLS Semantic Network as “[applying]
a remedy with the object of effecting a cure or managing a condition” (NLM,
2005). The inverse of this relation is treated by.

In imix, this relation type is the most frequent. It has 4,251 training sen-
tences, from which we generate 142 dependency patterns whose frequency ≥ 3,
and 3,532 relation patterns whose weight ≥ 50. Table 6.3 presents the first 10
dependency patterns of this relation type and their frequencies in the training
corpus C as well as in the general medical corpus G. Table 6.4 shows the first
25 relation patterns for this relation type.

No Dependency pattern fC fG weight
1 word::word behandel met 93 96 1098

be::be treat with
2 dien::dien te 73 98 662

serve::serve to
3 word::word gebruik bij 50 61 499

be::be use in
4 word::word pas-toe bij 48 58 484

be::be use in
5 kan::kan word behandel met 37 37 451

can::can be treat with
6 word::word pas-toe in 25 27 282

be::be use in
7 word::word behandel door 23 24 268

be::be treat by
8 verlicht::verlicht 19 19 231

relieve::relieve
9 verminder::verminder 24 33 212

reduce::reduce
10 help::help bij 18 20 197

help::help in

Table 6.3: The first 10 dependency patterns of the treats relation type.

We select the following keywords from the initially extracted dependency
patterns to generate relevant dependency patterns as presented in the above
table: behandel, kan heb, pas, gebruik, bestrijd, geschied, afhankelijk, gericht,
verwijder, verlicht, gebruik als, verminder, richt op, help, dien, reageer, verklein,
houd met, vervang, verricht, and schrijf-voor.
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No Relation pattern fC weight
1 word::word behandel met(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A1.4.1.1.1.1:Antibiotic) 9 9885
2 word::word behandel met(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B1.3.1.3:Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure) 9 9885
3 word::word behandel met(A2.2:Finding,B1.3.1.3:Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure) 7 7688
4 word::word behandel met(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1.1:Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction) 6 6590
5 word::word behandel met(A2.4:Intellectual Product,B1.3.1.3:Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure) 6 6590
6 word::word behandel met(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A1.4.1.1.1:Pharmacologic Substance) 6 6590
7 word::word pas-toe bij(NULL,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 12 5811
8 word::word behandel met(A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom,B1.3.1.3:Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure) 5 5491
9 word::word behandel met(A1.1:Organism,B1.3.1.3:Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure) 4 4393
10 word::word behandel met(A1.1:Organism,A2.2:Finding) 4 4393
11 word::word behandel met(A2.9.5:Patient or Disabled Group,B1.3.1.3:Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure) 4 4393
12 word::word behandel met(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B1.3.1.1:Laboratory Procedure) 4 4393
13 word::word behandel met(A2.9.5:Patient or Disabled Group,A2.2:Finding) 4 4393
14 word::word behandel met(A2.4:Intellectual Product,A2.2:Finding) 4 4393
15 word::word pas-toe bij(B1.3.1.3:Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 8 3874
16 word::word behandel met(A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom,A1.4.1.1.1:Pharmacologic Substance) 3 3295
17 word::word behandel met(A1.1:Organism,A1.4.1.1.1:Pharmacologic Substance) 3 3295
18 word::word behandel met(A2.4:Intellectual Product,A1.4.1.1.1:Pharmacologic Substance) 3 3295
19 word::word behandel met(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A1.4.1.2.1.9.1:Steroid) 3 3295
20 word::word behandel met(A2.2:Finding,A1.3.1:Medical Device) 3 3295
21 word::word behandel met(A2.2:Finding,A1.4.1.1.1.1:Antibiotic) 3 3295
22 word::word behandel met(A2.9.5:Patient or Disabled Group,A1.4.1.1.1:Pharmacologic Substance) 3 3295
23 word::word gebruik bij(A1.4.1.1.1:Pharmacologic Substance,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 6 2997
24 dien::dien te(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,NULL) 4 2651
25 dien::dien te(A1.1.7.1:Invertebrate,NULL) 4 2651

Table 6.4: The first 25 relation patterns of the treats relation type.
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6.6.1.2 has symptom

The has symptom relation type is defined as using the object to identify the
nature or characteristics of the subject. The UMLS Semantic Network does not
include this relation type, instead it includes the diagnoses relation type that
can be seen as the inverse of has symptom.

In imix, this relation type has 3,782 training sentences, from which we gen-
erate 111 dependency patterns whose frequency ≥ 3, and 3,478 relation patterns
whose weight ≥ 50. Table 6.5 shows the first 10 dependency patterns ranked
based on their weights, as well as their frequencies in the training corpus C and
in the general medical corpus G.

No Dependency pattern fC fG weight
1 veroorzaak::veroorzaak 178 422 860

cause::cause
2 ga::ga gepaard met 64 88 533

be::be identify by
3 word::word kenmerk door 54 63 530

be::be identify by
4 leid::leid tot 96 271 389

lead::lead to
5 begin::begin met 38 49 337

begin::begin with
6 kan::kan veroorzaak 65 168 288

can::can cause
7 treed-op::treed-op in 44 79 280

appear::appear in
8 ontsta::ontsta in 48 100 263

arise::arise in
9 ontsta::ontsta op 28 40 224

arise::arise at
10 kan::kan leid tot 52 142 218

can::can lead to

Table 6.5: The first 10 dependency patterns of the has symptom relation type.

We select the following keywords from the initially extracted dependency
patterns to generate relevant dependency patterns as presented in the above ta-
ble: treed-op, kenmerk door, leid, gevolg van, gepaard met, neem-toe, veroorzaak,
wijs op, symptoom van, resulteer in, pijn in, ontsta, lijk op, kenmerk van, klacht zoals,
begin, last van, kom-voor, and vertoon.
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No Relation pattern fC weight
1 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 41 35271
2 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 35 30109
3 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2:Finding) 26 22367
4 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(A2.2:Finding,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 18 15484
5 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(NULL,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 16 13764
6 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(A2.2:Finding,A2.2:Finding) 13 11183
7 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(NULL,A2.2:Finding) 13 11183
8 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 11 9462
9 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(B2.2.1.2:Pathologic Function,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 11 9462
10 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2:Pathologic Function) 11 9462
11 word::word kenmerk door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 17 9015
12 begin::begin met(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 25 8441
13 leid::leid tot(A2.2:Finding,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 21 8182
14 word::word kenmerk door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2:Finding) 15 7955
15 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(A2.2:Finding,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 9 7742
16 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(B2.3:Injury or Poisoning,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 9 7742
17 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(A2.1.2:Qualitative Concept,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 8 6882
18 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(B2.2.1.2:Pathologic Function,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 8 6882
19 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(B2.2.1.2.1.2:Neoplastic Process,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 8 6882
20 ga::ga gepaard met(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 12 6399
21 leid::leid tot(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 16 6234
22 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1.1:Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction) 7 6021
23 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(A1.1.7.1:Invertebrate,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 7 6021
24 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(B2.3:Injury or Poisoning,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 7 6021
25 leid::leid tot(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 15 5844

Table 6.6: The first 25 relation patterns of the has symptom relation type.
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6.6.1.3 causes

As defined in the UMLS Semantic Network, a causes relation “Brings about a
condition or an effect” (NLM, 2005). For example, in a ‘an organism causes a
disease’ relation, an organism brings about a disease as an effect.

In imix, this relation type has 3,136 training sentences, from which we gen-
erate 120 dependency patterns whose frequency ≥ 3, and 5,521 relation patterns
whose weight ≥ 50. Table 6.7 and 6.8 show examples of the first 10 dependency
patterns and the first 25 relation patterns, respectively. We use the following
keywords selected from initially extracted dependency patterns to extract the
dependency patterns: oorzaak, ontsta, gevolg, leid, berust, treed, tast, initieer,
complicatie van, ontwikkel, lig in, geef tot, and bevorder.

No dependency pattern fC fG weight
1 word::word veroorzaak door 201 248 1645

be::be cause by
2 ontsta::ontsta door 120 167 871

arise::arise by
3 leid::leid tot 143 271 762

lead::lead to
4 veroorzaak::veroorzaak 174 422 724

cause::cause
5 ontsta::ontsta bij 96 175 532

arise::arise by
6 kan::kan leid tot 83 142 490

can::can lead to
7 kan::kan veroorzaak 86 168 444

can::can cause
8 kan::kan word veroorzaak door 39 45 341

can::can be cause by
9 kan::kan ontsta door 43 58 322

can::arise by
10 kan::kan ontsta bij 43 67 278

can::can arise by

Table 6.7: The first 10 dependency patterns of the causes relation type.

Examining Table 6.5 (has symptom) and 6.7 (causes), we can see some over-
lap in dependency patterns of both tables, for example, veroorzaak and leid tot.
It is because there is a causal relationship in a has symptom relation, between
the first argument of this relation and its ‘symptom’ in the second argument.
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No Relation pattern fC weight
1 word::word veroorzaak door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 51 83940
2 word::word veroorzaak door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A1.1.3:Virus) 22 36209
3 word::word veroorzaak door(A2.2:Finding,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 22 36209
4 word::word veroorzaak door(A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 20 32917
5 word::word veroorzaak door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A1.1.5:Bacterium) 17 27980
6 word::word veroorzaak door(NULL,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 17 27980
7 word::word veroorzaak door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2:Finding) 12 19750
8 word::word veroorzaak door(A2.2:Finding,A2.2:Finding) 12 19750
9 ontsta::ontsta door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 22 19165
10 leid::leid tot(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 24 18296
11 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 25 18121
12 word::word veroorzaak door(A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom,A2.2:Finding) 11 18104
13 word::word veroorzaak door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2:Pathologic Function) 10 16458
14 word::word veroorzaak door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,’A1.4.1.2.1.7:Amino Acid, Peptide, or Protein’) 10 16458
15 word::word veroorzaak door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.1.4:Functional Concept) 10 16458
16 word::word veroorzaak door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.3:Injury or Poisoning) 10 16458
17 word::word veroorzaak door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,NULL) 10 16458
18 leid::leid tot(A2.2:Finding,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 20 15247
19 word::word veroorzaak door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1.1:Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction) 9 14813
20 word::word veroorzaak door(A2.2:Finding,A1.1.3:Virus) 9 14813
21 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2:Finding) 20 14496
22 word::word veroorzaak door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A1.1.2:Fungus) 8 13167
23 word::word veroorzaak door(NULL,A2.2:Finding) 8 13167
24 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(NULL,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 18 13047
25 veroorzaak::veroorzaak(A1.1.5:Bacterium,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 16 11597

Table 6.8: The first 25 relation patterns of the causes relation type.
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6.6.1.4 has definition

The has definition relation type describes the first argument of its dependency
triple using a textual description of the second argument. This characteris-
tic makes the relation type special, which lead us to write a separate chapter
(Chapter 7) dedicated to recognizing definition sentences.

This relation type is not included in the UMLS Semantic Network, proba-
bly because the second argument is usually not a simple concept (e.g. a term)
but a clausal description. However, since a definition generally follows a formal
presentation, such as “HIV is a virus, that .. [and so on],” we can also gen-
erate an isa relation described in the UMLS Semantic Network as “The basic
hierarchical link in the Network” (NLM, 2005). Further, it also describes that
“If [argument 1] ‘isa’ [argument 2] then the first [argument] is more specific in
meaning than the second [argument].” In this case, our method can be used to
identify a definition that follows this isa presentation.

In imix, the has definition relation type has 3,496 training sentences, from
which 5 dependency patterns were extracted as shown in Table 6.9. Compared
to the dependency patterns in the previous relation types, there is one depen-
dency pattern in this relation type, i.e. ben ‘is’, that has a significantly higher
frequency then the rest of the dependency patterns. This shows that we can
simply use this pattern to get most of has definition relations. However, we
keep other dependency patterns that contain keywords noem ‘call’ or kenmerk
‘identify’ to get more definition relations.

No Dependency pattern fC fG weight
1 ben::ben 233 1352 2495

be::be
2 word::word noem 27 38 1192

be::be call
3 word::word noem als 5 5 310

be::be call as
4 ben::ben gekenmerkt door 4 4 248

be::be characterize by
5 word::word kenmerk door 13 63 166

be::be identify by

Table 6.9: All dependency patterns extracted of the has definition relation type.

Table 6.10 presents the first 25 patterns out of 494 relation patterns for
this relation type. It is not surprising that all of the patterns in that table are
constructed using ben as dependency pattern.
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No Relation pattern fC weight
1 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 72 179671
2 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2:Finding) 32 79853
3 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2:Pathologic Function) 19 47413
4 ben::ben(NULL,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 11 27449
5 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.3:Injury or Poisoning) 9 22458
6 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A1.2.2.1:Congenital Abnormality) 8 19963
7 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 8 19963
8 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1.1:Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 7 17468
9 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1.2:Neoplastic Process,B2.2.1.2.1.2:Neoplastic Process) 6 14972
10 ben::ben(A2.2:Finding,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 6 14972
11 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.1.4:Functional Concept) 6 14972
12 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1.2:Neoplastic Process,A2.2:Finding) 6 14972
13 ben::ben(A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 6 14972
14 ben::ben(A2.2:Finding,A2.2:Finding) 6 14972
15 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1.1:Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction) 6 14972
16 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1.2:Neoplastic Process) 5 12477
17 ben::ben(’A1.2.3.1:Body Part, Organ, or Organ Component’,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 5 12477
18 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1.1:Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction,B2.2.1.2.1.1:Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction) 5 12477
19 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1.2:Neoplastic Process,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 5 12477
20 ben::ben(NULL,B1.3.1.3:Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure) 5 12477
21 ben::ben(NULL,A2.2:Finding) 5 12477
22 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A1.2.2.2:Acquired Abnormality) 5 12477
23 ben::ben(A1.2.2.2:Acquired Abnormality,A2.2:Finding) 4 9981
24 ben::ben(B2.3:Injury or Poisoning,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 4 9981
25 ben::ben(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B1.3.1.3:Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure) 4 9981

Table 6.10: The first 25 relation patterns of the has definition relation type.
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6.6.1.5 diagnoses

A diagnoses relation “Distinguishes or identifies the nature or characteristics of
[an object]” (NLM, 2005). In other words, for example, the characteristics of a
disease (the second argument) can be identified through a diagnostic procedure
or using a medical device (the first argument).

In imix corpus, this relation has 1,103 training sentences. Using the key-
words toon, bevestig, breng in, onderzoek, stel, ontdek, licht in, omvat, onder-
zoek, bepaal, beoordeel, constateer, vermoed, onderscheid, controleer, vind, bek-
ijk, tref, and vraag, we get 64 dependency patterns whose frequency ≥ 3, and
1,033 relation patterns whose weight ≥ 50. The Table 6.11 shows the first 10
patterns, and Table 6.12 presents the first 25 patterns for this relation type.

No Dependency pattern fC fG weight
1 word::word onderzoek op 11 12 474

be::be examine for
2 onderzoek::onderzoek 10 11 427

examine::examine
3 vermoed::vermoed 9 10 381

suspect::suspect
4 word::word stel op-basis-van 8 8 376

be::be make on-base-of
5 word::word toon-aan met 6 6 282

be::be prove with
6 word::word bevestig door 6 6 282

be:be confirm by
7 word::word toon-aan met-behulp-van 6 6 282

be::be prove with-help-of
8 word::word stel op 6 6 282

be::be put at
9 word::word toon-aan in 5 5 235

be::be prove in
10 kan::kan word ontdek door 5 5 235

can::can be discover by

Table 6.11: The first 10 dependency patterns of the diagnoses relation type.
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No Relation pattern fC weight
1 vermoed::vermoed(A2.9.1:Professional or Occupational Group,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 6 2286
2 onderzoek::onderzoek(A2.9.1:Professional or Occupational Group,’A1.2.3.1:Body Part, Organ, or Organ Component’) 5 2138
3 word::word bevestig door(B1.3.1:Health Care Activity,B1.3.1.2:Diagnostic Procedure) 7 1976
4 word::word onderzoek op(A1.2.3.2:Tissue,A2.2:Finding) 4 1897
5 onderzoek::onderzoek(A2.9.1:Professional or Occupational Group,A1.4.1.2.1:Organic Chemical) 3 1283
6 onderzoek::onderzoek(A2.9.1:Professional or Occupational Group,A2.1:Idea or Concept) 3 1283
7 onderzoek::onderzoek(A2.9.1:Professional or Occupational Group,A2.9.4:Age Group) 3 1283
8 word::word toon-aan door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B1.3.1.2:Diagnostic Procedure) 6 1129
9 word::word stel op-basis-van(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2.2:Sign or Symptom) 3 1129
10 kan::word toon-aan door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B1.3.1.2:Diagnostic Procedure) 6 1129
11 kan::kan word toon-aan door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B1.3.1.2:Diagnostic Procedure) 6 1129
12 word::word onderzoek op(A1.2.3.2:Tissue,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 2 948
13 word::word onderzoek op(NULL,B2.2.1.2.1.2:Neoplastic Process) 2 948
14 onderzoek::onderzoek(A2.9.1:Professional or Occupational Group,A1.2.3.2:Tissue) 2 855
15 word::word bevestig door(B1.3.1:Health Care Activity,B2.2:Natural Phenomenon or Process) 3 846
16 word::word toon-aan met(A2.2:Finding,A1.3.1:Medical Device) 3 846
17 word::word toon-aan met(A2.2:Finding,B1.3.1.1:Laboratory Procedure) 3 846
18 word::word stel op(B1.3.1:Health Care Activity,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 3 846
19 word::word toon-aan met(B1.3.1.1:Laboratory Procedure,B1.3.1.1:Laboratory Procedure) 3 846
20 word::word stel op(B1.3.1:Health Care Activity,A2.2:Finding) 3 846
21 word::word toon-aan met(B1.3.1.1:Laboratory Procedure,A1.3.1:Medical Device) 3 846
22 kan::kan word bevestig door(B1.3.1:Health Care Activity,B1.3.1.2:Diagnostic Procedure) 4 752
23 word::word stel op-basis-van(B1.3.1:Health Care Activity,B1.3.1.1:Laboratory Procedure) 2 752
24 kan::word bevestig door(B1.3.1:Health Care Activity,B1.3.1.2:Diagnostic Procedure) 4 752
25 word::word stel op-basis-van(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.1.4:Functional Concept) 2 752

Table 6.12: The first 25 relation patterns of the diagnoses relation type.
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6.6.1.6 occurs

The occurs relation type is equal to the occurs in relation type of the UMLS
Semantic Network, and is defined as “[to take] place in or happens under given
conditions, circumstances, or time periods, or in a given location or population”
(NLM, 2005). For example, ‘a disease occurs in a population group.’

There are only 924 training sentences in imix corpus that contain this rela-
tion type. The first 10 patterns out of 54 dependency patterns are presented in
Table 6.13. Keywords used to select those dependency patterns are kom, ontsta,
bij, op, and na. This table shows that our dependency patterns may contain
incorrect ones. For example, the dependency pattern kom::kom bij is incorrect,
which is caused by a parsing error. It should be kom::kom voor bij.

No Dependency pattern fC fG weight
1 kom-voor::kom-voor bij 243 371 7093

occur::occur with
2 kom-voor::kom-voor in 57 133 1088

occur::occur in
3 kom-voor::kom-voor vaak dan 24 29 885

occur::occur often than
4 kom-voor::kom-voor vaak dan bij 20 21 848

occur::occur often than among
5 kom-voor::kom-voor 27 44 738

occur::occur
6 kom::kom bij* 23 40 589

occur::occur in
7 kom-voor::kom-voor op 21 47 418

occur::occur on
8 kom-voor::kom-voor meer dan 9 10 361

occur::occur more than
9 kom-voor::kom-voor vaak zo als bij 8 8 356

occur::occur as often as in
10 kom-voor::kom-voor vaak zo als 8 8 356

occur::occur as often as

Table 6.13: The first 10 dependency patterns of the occurs relation type. The
* sign indicates an incorrect pattern due to, e.g., a parsing error.

The first 25 patterns out of 1,251 relation patterns are shown in Table 6.14.
Most of the second arguments in that table are related to groups indicating the
places the subjects occur.
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No Relation pattern fC weight
1 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.9.2:Population Group) 56 397242
2 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.9.4:Age Group) 38 269557
3 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.9.3:Family Group) 27 191527
4 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A1.3:Manufactured Object) 19 134778
5 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2:Finding) 15 106404
6 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1.1:Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction,A2.9.2:Population Group) 13 92216
7 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(NULL,A2.9.2:Population Group) 12 85123
8 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 11 78029
9 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1.1:Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction,A2.9.3:Family Group) 10 70936
10 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(A2.2:Finding,A2.9.2:Population Group) 10 70936
11 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(A2.2:Finding,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 9 63842
12 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A1.4.1.2.1:Organic Chemical) 9 63842
13 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(A2.2:Finding,A2.9.4:Age Group) 9 63842
14 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A1.1.7.2.5.1:Human) 8 56748
15 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(NULL,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 8 56748
16 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1.2:Neoplastic Process,A2.9.2:Population Group) 7 49655
17 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2:Pathologic Function,A2.9.2:Population Group) 7 49655
18 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1.2:Neoplastic Process) 7 49655
19 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.9.5:Patient or Disabled Group) 7 49655
20 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1.1:Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction,A2.9.4:Age Group) 7 49655
21 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(NULL,A2.9.3:Family Group) 6 42561
22 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1.2:Neoplastic Process,A2.9.3:Family Group) 6 42561
23 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(A2.2:Finding,A1.1.7.2.5.1:Human) 6 42561
24 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(A2.2:Finding,A2.9.3:Family Group) 6 42561
25 kom-voor::kom-voor bij(B2.2.1.2.1.2:Neoplastic Process,A2.9.4:Age Group) 6 42561

Table 6.14: The first 25 relation patterns of the occurs relation type.
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6.6.1.7 prevents

The prevents relation type is described in the UMLS Semantic Network as “[to
stop, hinder or eliminate] an action or condition” (NLM, 2005). For example,
‘a preventive procedure prevents a mental process’.

The number of training sentences in imix corpus for this relation type is very
small, i.e. only 429 sentences, which causes the number of relevant dependency
patterns to be small as well. Initially, we get 12 dependency patterns occuring
three times or more. After filtering using the keywords voorkom, verklein, stel,
doordring, vermijd, isoleer, tegen, verminder, bescherm, gebruik, and zorg, we
get 31 relevant dependency patterns as shown in Table 6.15.

No Dependency pattern fC fG weight
1 word::word voorkom door 19 30 1902

be::be prevent by
2 kan::kan word voorkom door 17 27 1692

can::can be prevent by
3 help::help te voorkom 3 4 355

help::help to prevent
4 word::word voorkom zoals 2 2 316

be::be prevent such-as
5 word::word voorkom als 2 2 316

be::be prevent as
6 word::word voorkom indien 2 2 316

be::be prevent in-case
7 kan::kan help te voorkom 2 2 316

can::can help to prevent
8 kan::kan word voorkom zoals 2 2 316

can::can be prevent such-as
9 kan::kan tracht te voorkom door 2 2 316

can::can try to prevent by
10 voorkom::voorkom 7 27 286

prevent::prevent

Table 6.15: All dependency patterns of the prevents relation type.

Table 6.16 presents the first 25 patterns out of 333 relation patterns. Most
of the prevents relations shown in that table use passive verbs which make us
easier to consider them as of prevented by relations (the inverse of this relation
type). And if we look at their semantic types, we might ask why Finding
(A2.2), which is a very general label, often appears in many relation patterns.
It possibly indicates that in prevents relations, arguments are often of general
actions or conditions and not specific concepts.
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No Relation pattern fC weight
1 word::word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,A2.2:Finding) 6 11415
2 kan::word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,A2.2:Finding) 6 10154
3 kan::kan word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,A2.2:Finding) 6 10154
4 word::word voorkom door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2:Finding) 4 7610
5 kan::word voorkom door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2:Finding) 4 6769
6 kan::kan word voorkom door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,A2.2:Finding) 4 6769
7 word::word voorkom door(B2.2.1.1.1.1:Mental Process,A2.2:Finding) 2 3805
8 word::word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,A1.4.3:Food) 2 3805
9 word::word voorkom door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 2 3805
10 word::word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,B1.3.1.3:Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure) 2 3805
11 word::word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,B1.1.2:Individual Behavior) 2 3805
12 word::word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,A2.1:Idea or Concept) 2 3805
13 kan::word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,B1.1.2:Individual Behavior) 2 3384
14 kan::word voorkom door(B2.2.1.1.1.1:Mental Process,A2.2:Finding) 2 3384
15 kan::kan word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,B1.3.1.3:Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure) 2 3384
16 kan::kan word voorkom door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 2 3384
17 kan::kan word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,B1.1.2:Individual Behavior) 2 3384
18 kan::kan word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,A2.1:Idea or Concept) 2 3384
19 kan::kan word voorkom door(B2.2.1.1.1.1:Mental Process,A2.2:Finding) 2 3384
20 kan::word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,B1.3.1.3:Therapeutic or Preventive Procedure) 2 3384
21 kan::word voorkom door(B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome,B2.2.1.2.1:Disease or Syndrome) 2 3384
22 kan::word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,A1.4.3:Food) 2 3384
23 kan::word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,A2.1:Idea or Concept) 2 3384
24 kan::kan word voorkom door(A2.2:Finding,A1.4.3:Food) 2 3384
25 word::word voorkom door(A2.1:Idea or Concept,A2.2:Finding) 1 1902

Table 6.16: The first 25 relation patterns of the prevents relation type.
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6.6.1.8 Discussion

We now discuss the above dependency patterns and relation patterns extracted
from imix. Looking at the tables presenting dependency patterns, we get the
impression that, despite the noisy training sentences (see Section 6.3), each rela-
tion type has unique and relevant dependency patterns, except the has symptom
and causes relation types. Our calculation shows that there are 93 out of 7093
training sentences of the two relation types that overlap. Although the num-
ber is small, apparently the overlapping sentences contain several dependency
patterns that are shared by the relation types. Consider the following examples:

(13) a. Gastritis veroorzaakt een branderig gevoel.
‘Gastritis causes a burning sensation.’

b. Een tekort aan insuline veroorzaakt suikerziekte.
‘A shortage of insulin causes diabetes.’

The first example (13-a) contains a has symptom relation, while the second
example (13-b) contains a causes relation. Although both relations have the
same dependency pattern, i.e., veroorzaak ‘cause’, but they are different in their
concrete interpretations. In the first sentence, veroorzaak indicates the charac-
teristics of the ‘Gastritis’ disease (argument 1), which is the emerge of a ‘burning
sensation’ (argument 2). In the second sentences, it indicates the effect of the
‘shortage of insuline’ (argument 1), which is ‘diabetes’ (argument 2). Thus, hav-
ing the same dependency pattern, a relation can be classified as a has symptom
or a causes relation.

To resolve the above vagueness, we look at the labels of the second argu-
ments. Our classifier has labeled the term ‘burning sensation’ as a Sign or
Symptom and the term ‘diabetes’ as a Disease or Syndrome. Similar labeling
is also shown in Table 6.6 (has symptom relation patterns) where most of the
second arguments are labeled with Sign or Symptom and in Table 6.8 (causes
relation patterns) where most of the second arguments are labeled with Disease
or Syndrome. This shows that labeling relation’s arguments is not only useful to
indicate that a triple indicates a relationship, but is also useful to disambiguate
two similar relation types.

What is the overlap of the dependency patterns across the relation types?
To answer this question, we look Table 6.17 that presents the relation types
and the number of their dependency patterns. In total, we have extracted
508 dependency patterns, where treats is the most frequent relation type, fol-
lowed by causes and has symptom. From these dependency patterns, we get
428 unique dependency patterns. The difference of the total numbers indicates
some overlaps, which is confirmed by Table 6.18. This table shows that there
are 11 patterns that overlap at three relation types, i.e., has symptom, occurs,
and causes; and 58 patterns overlap at two relation types. The total number
of overlapping patterns is 69, which is equal to 16.1% of all unique dependency
patterns. This means that although our relation types contain overlapping de-
pendency patterns, the majority of the dependency patterns, i.e. 359 patterns
(83.9%), is not overlapping. These figures show that in general, the extracted
dependency patterns are unique with respect to their relation types.

From Table 6.18 we also can see that the relation types has symptom and
causes alone share 38 dependency patterns (55.1%). This indicates that decid-
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Relation type dep. patterns
# %

treats 142 27.9
causes 120 23.6
has symptom 111 21.9
diagnoses 64 12.6
occurs 54 10.6
prevents 12 2.4
has definition 5 1.0
total 508 100
total unique patterns 428

Table 6.17: Relation types and the number of their dependency patterns (#).
Each dependency pattern should occur at least three times in the training data.

Overlapping relations dep. patterns
# %

3 overlaps
has symptom - occurs - causes 11 15.9

2 overlaps
has symptom - causes 38 55.1
has symptom - occurs 11 15.9
occurs - causes 3 4.3
treats - prevents 3 4.3
has symptom - has definition 1 1.4
occurs - prevents 1 1.4
occurs - treats 1 1.4

total 69 100

Table 6.18: Overlapping relation types and the number of their overlapping
dependency patterns (#).

ing whether a relation instance contains a has symptom or a causes relation
is very difficult, and probably reflects the fact that the two notions are not
distinct linguistically, even though they are clearly different. Another frequent
overlapping pair are the has symptom and occurs relation types, which share 11
dependency patterns (15.0%).

To understand how the overlapping occurs, we look at the 9 dependency pat-
terns, namely, veroorzaak::veroorzaak bij, treed-op::treed-op op, treed-op::treed-
op bij, ontsta::ontsta op, ontsta::ontsta na, ontsta::ontsta in, ontsta::ontsta door,
ontsta::ontsta bij, leid::leid bij, kan::kan treed-op bij, and kan::kan ontsta bij. These
patterns overlap at the three relation types. One will notice that these patterns
contain the same keywords, i.e. ontsta ‘raise’ and treed ‘act’. A similar list can
also be found in the dependency patterns that overlap at two relation types,
namely veroorzaak ‘cause’, kom voor ‘prevent’, treed ‘act’, and ontsta ‘raise’.
These examples indicate that there are a small number of keywords which are
common among several relation types, and may lead to ambiguity.

Now, we want to see how much the overlap is reduced after term labeling
is applied to the relation arguments. First, consider Table 6.19 that shows the
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Relation type rel. patterns
# %

causes 5,521 35.5
treats 3,532 22.6
has symptom 3,478 22.2
occurs 1,251 8.0
diagnoses 1,033 6.6
has definition 494 3.2
prevents 333 2.1
total 15,643 100
total unique patterns 14,774

Table 6.19: Relation types and the number of their relation patterns (#). The
weight of each relation pattern ≥ 50.

Overlapping relations dep. patterns rel. patterns
# % # %

3 overlaps
has symptom - occurs - causes 4 12.1 34 4.1

2 overlaps
has symptom - causes 18 54.5 585 70.1
has symptom - occurs 9 27.3 121 14.5
occurs - causes 0 0 60 7.2
treats - prevents 1 3.0 9 1.1
has symptom - has definition 1 3.0 26 3.1
occurs - prevents 0 0 0 0
occurs - treats 0 0 0 0

total 33 100 835 100

Table 6.20: Overlapping relation types and the number of their overlapping
dependency patterns and relation patterns after we apply term labeling.

number of relation patterns for each relation type. In total, there are 15,643
relation patterns, which consist of 14,774 unique relation patterns. Similar to
Table 6.17, causes, treats, and has symptom are the most frequent relation types.

Table 6.20 shows how the relation patterns overlap among the relation types,
by presenting the number of dependency patterns and relation patterns for each
set of overlapping relation types. The total number of overlapping dependency
patterns is now 33, which is about 52.2% reduction compared to before we ap-
ply the term labeling. This reduction is found on most of the overlapping rela-
tion types. For example, the has symptom-occurs-causes overlaps have reduced
by about 63.6%, has symptom-causes overlaps 52.6%, and has symptom-occurs
overlaps 18.2%. These figures show that labeling relation arguments will reduce
the relation pattern ambiguity, and in turn is expected to improve the accuracy
of the relation extraction.

The strongest ambiguity is demonstrated by has symptom and causes rela-
tion types, as shown in Table 6.20, where they share 70.1% of the overlapping
relation patterns. If we return to Chapter 5 on Term Labeling, we will see that
it is also difficult for human annotators during annotating terms in training sen-
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tences to distinghuish between both relation types. For example, they labeled
the term anorexia nervosa as a disease when the UMLS labels it as a symptom
(Sign or Symptom).

6.6.2 Extraction Phase

In this subsection we extract dependency triples R(S,O) from the Wikipedia
corpus using the relation patterns that have been extracted from the IMIX
corpus. First, we present some examples of dependency triples extracted from
the corpus, which contains a large number of non-annotated test sentences.
Then, we discuss the performance of the results.

6.6.2.1 Examples of the Extracted Relation Triples

For each relation type, we present a table of 30 dependency triples grouped into
three levels, where each level consists of the first 10 triples ranked according to
their scores. To save space, we do not translate the arguments of the triples
and keep the dependency patterns short, for example, word::word behandel met
will be presented in its simple form, word behandel met. We manually evaluate
each triple and indicate whether it is relevant to the relation type or not. The
examples are provided in Table 6.21 until 6.27 in the next pages.

Note that in those tables, the order of the triples’ arguments is as found
in the sentences. For the treats dependency triples, for example, ones typi-
cally would expect to have treats(treatment, disease) triples. However, for the
triple #8 of Level 1 in Table 6.21, word behandel met(De anemie, foliumzuur)
‘be treated with(The anemia, folic acid)’, we still keep the order of its argu-
ment to be reversed, which still reflects a treats(disease,treatment) triple. The
reordering of this kind of triples will be done when we convert the tables into
corresponding relation tables.
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No. treats dependency triple Eval

Level 1

1 word behandel met(liesbreuken, kijkoperaties) 1
2 word pas toe bij(Gedragstherapie, dwangstoornissen) 1
3 word behandel met(patiënten met atherosclerose bij voorkeur,

aspirine ter voorkoming van het optreden van een trombose) 0
4 word gebruik bij(Methicilline, de behandeling van infecties) 1
5 word behandel met(Symptomatisch multiple myeloom,

chemotherapie + radiotherapie) 1
6 word gebruik bij(Chlooramfenicol, levensbedreigende infecties) 1
7 word gebruik bij(sommige geneesmiddelen, epilepsie) 0
8 word behandel met(De anemie, foliumzuur) 1
9 word gebruik bij(de in de plant voorkomende werkzame stoffen,

aandoeningen van de luchtwegen diarree en blaasontsteking) 0
10 word pas toe bij(homeopathische behandelingen,

aandoeningen die niet of moeilijk objectief te beoordelen zijn) 1

Level 2

1 word pas toe bij(Teerpreparaten,
de behandeling van atopisch eczeem) 1

2 word pas toe bij(Betablokkers,
de behandeling van boezemritmestoornissen) 1

3 word gebruik bij(ook zinkoxide-eugenol, voorlopige behandelingen) 1
4 word gebruik bij(Zinkoxide-eugenol, composietvullingen) 1
5 word gebruik bij(Lidocäıne HCl,

de tandarts in capsules van 1,8 ml.) 0
6 word gebruik bij(Succinylcholine ook wel bekend als

suxamethonium chloride, operaties) 1
7 word gebruik bij(Olanzapine of onder de merknaam Zyprexa,

mensen die aan onder andere psychose lijden) 1
8 word gebruik bij(Clenbuterol, o.m. bodybuilders) 1
9 word gebruik bij(Clenbuterol, o.m. wielrenners) 1
10 kan word behandel met(jongetjes, een corticosteröıd) 0

Level 3

1 word pas toe bij(De Golgi-kleuring, het onderzoek) 0
2 kan word behandel met(jongetjes, een fimosis) 0
3 word gebruik bij(het orgaan, het lokaliseren van de gastheer) 0
4 word gebruik bij(De term ankylose, de gewrichten) 0
5 word gebruik bij(de overmatige littekenvorming,

bepaalde soorten wonden) 0
6 word gebruik bij(pancuroniumbromide,

het uitvoeren van de doodstraf) 1
7 word gebruik bij(de R X Y Z L a en b, kleurmeting) 0
8 word gebruik bij(de behandelingsprocédurés,

de behandeling van hout) 0
9 word gebruik bij(Uierzalf, koeien) 0
10 ben afhankelijk van(Driftobjecten, milieubëınvloeding) 0

Table 6.21: Examples of the first 10 dependency triples on each matching level
and their evaluation judgement for the treats relation type.
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No. has symptom dependency triple Eval

Level 1

1 veroorzaak(Gastritis, een branderig gevoel) 1
2 veroorzaak(Jicht ICD-10 M10, pijnklachten in gewrichten) 1
3 veroorzaak(jeuk, jeuk) 0
4 veroorzaak(alle ziekten, pijn) 1
5 veroorzaak(een beroerte, bewusteloosheid) 1
6 veroorzaak(vanzelf-overgaande bewusteloosheid,

bloedtoevoer naar de hersenen) 1
7 veroorzaak(Een TIA of een beroerte, bewusteloosheid) 1
8 veroorzaak(Een TIA, bewusteloosheid) 1
9 word kenmerk door(Het syndroom van Churg-Strauss, een chronische

ontsteking van de kleine bloedvaten tot de middel grote slagaderen) 1
10 word kenmerk door(Colitis, lichte tot hevige diarree met

bloedverlies gepaard gaand met koorts en buikpijn) 1

Level 2

1 veroorzaak(weerhaakjes, pijn) 1
2 veroorzaak(pathogenen, diarree) 1
3 veroorzaak(een niet traumatisch letsel pathologie met verloop,

belasting) 0
4 veroorzaak(diverse varianten,

zeer waarschijnlijk verschillende ziekteverschijnselen) 0
5 veroorzaak(Een geopende zevende chakra,

een gevoel van diepe vrede en harmonie) 1
6 kan word veroorzaak-in het bijzonder(Verkoudheid in België

soms ook een valling dialect genoemd, rhinovirussen) 0
7 kan word veroorzaak-in het bijzonder(Verkoudheid in België

soms ook een valling dialect genoemd, coronavirussen) 0
8 kan veroorzaak(type IV Veel cosmetica ook

bestanddelen van zepen en waspoeders, ernstige huidallergie) 1
9 kan veroorzaak(Sommige zoönosen,

een beschadiging van de embryo of een abortus) 0
10 kan veroorzaak(hypoglykemie of drugsgebruik,

paniekachtige verschijnselen) 1

Level 3

1 veroorzaak(de epidemie van 1968 en 1969,
de Hongkonggriep met 750.000 doden) 0

2 veroorzaak(de grondstof, geen bijwerkingen) 0
3 veroorzaak(gen,

de afwezigheid van bepaalde functionele gif-afbrekende enzymen) 0
4 veroorzaak(een stof, hyperaemie) 0
5 veroorzaak(een stof, exsudatie) 0
6 veroorzaak(suikers omzetten, een pH-daling) 0
7 veroorzaak(oorkaarsen, geen onderdruk) 0
8 veroorzaak(De film, wat ophef) 0
9 veroorzaak(een stof, de toestand van anesthesie an-esthesie) 0
10 veroorzaak(Benzodiazepines, remming (sedatie)) 0

Table 6.22: Examples of the first 10 dependency triples on each matching level
and their evaluation judgement for the has symptom relation type.
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No. causes dependency triple Eval

Level 1

1 word veroorzaak door(Candidiasis of ook wel candidose,
gistachtige schimmels voornamelijk Candida albicans) 1

2 word veroorzaak door(De schimmelinfectie van de nagel,
andere schimmels) 0

3 word veroorzaak door(Hepatische encefalopathie ofwel
leverencefalopathie, ziekten van de lever) 1

4 word veroorzaak door(Hepatische encefalopathie, ziekten van de lever) 1
5 word veroorzaak door(Sepsis, een infectie) 1
6 word veroorzaak door(Sinusitis of bijholteontsteking, soms een allergie in

de slijmvliezen van de beenholten in het voorhoofd aan de neuswortel) 1
7 word veroorzaak door(Twee varianten van de ziekte die veroorzaakt

wordt door amoeben, amoebische dysenterie) 1
8 word veroorzaak door(Echte griep of influenza, het influenzavirus) 1
9 word veroorzaak door(een ziekte, een overdraagbare ziekteverwekker) 1
10 word veroorzaak door(voortdurende gewrichtsklachten na behandeling,

een persisterende infectie) 1

Level 2

1 word veroorzaak door(Het Gerstmann-Sträussler-Scheinkersyndroom
meestal afgekort tot GSS, prionen) 1

2 word veroorzaak door(Winderigheid of flatulentie, een mengsel van gassen
dat door bacteriën en gisten in de darmen van zoogdieren wordt
aangemaakt) 1

3 word veroorzaak door(Winderigheid, een mengsel van gassen dat
door bacteriën en gisten in de darmen van
zoogdieren wordt aangemaakt) 1

4 word veroorzaak door(De voor de mensen potentieel gevaarlijke
variant van de vogelgriep, het H5N1 virus) 1

5 word veroorzaak door(Lassakoorts, een arenavirus) 1
6 word veroorzaak door(Een pandemie, een virus dat nog nooit

of al een heel lange tijd niet gewoed heeft waardoor er geen of
een verminderde weerstand voor is) 1

7 word veroorzaak door(Genot, biogenische aminen dopamine) 1
8 word veroorzaak door(Een angst, de aanwezigheid van een specifiek object) 1
9 word veroorzaak door(Een angst, de verwachting van een specifiek object) 1
10 word veroorzaak door(schapen, prionen) 0

Level 3

1 ontsta door(’twee cellen (een dyade) en vervolgens een klompje
van vier cellen (een tetrade)’, meiose) 1

2 ontsta door(’twee cellen (een dyade)’, meiose) 1
3 ontsta door(’vervolgens een klompje van vier cellen (een tetrade)’, meiose) 1
4 ontsta door(lokaal weefselschade met als gevolg een open

verbinding fistel, afsterven van het weefsel) 1
5 ontsta door-sterf af van(lokaal weefselschade met als gevolg

een open verbinding fistel, het weefsel) 0
6 ontsta door-te zit onder(Lasogen, een hoogtezon) 1
7 ontsta door(brand, een vonk) 0
8 ontsta door(brand, een gloeiend voorwerp) 0
9 ontsta door(Versnelde silicose, het over kortere perioden 5 tot

15 jaar inademen van grotere hoeveelheden) 0
10 ontsta door-adem in over(Versnelde silicose, kortere perioden 5 tot 15 jaar) 0

Table 6.23: Examples of the first 10 dependency triples on each matching level
and their evaluation judgement for the causes relation type.
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No. has definition dependency triple Eval

Level 1

1 ben(Aids verworven immunodeficiëntiesyndroom, een syndroom dat wordt
veroorzaakt door het retrovirus Hiv) 1

2 ben(De ziekte van Alzheimer, een aandoening waarbij delen van de hersenen
verschrompelen op vele plaatsen ’plaque’-vorming optreedt en de patiënt
soms in snel tempo dementeert) 1

3 ben(Een huidaandoening die ook tot chronische Lyme-borreliose wordt
gerekend, de Acrodermatitis chronica atrophicans ACA) 1

4 ben(Verkoudheid in België soms ook een valling dialect genoemd, een
besmettelijke aandoening aan de slijmvliezen van de bovenste luchtwegen
die door een groot aantal verschillende typen virussen kan worden
veroorzaakt in het bijzonder rhinovirussen coronavirussen en RSV) 1

5 ben(Een opportunistische infectie, een infectie die kan optreden wanneer
iemand ziek is en verzwakt ten opzichte van de normale toestand) 1

6 ben(Colitis ulcerosa, een chronische ontsteking van het slijmvlies van
de dikke darm) 1

7 ben(Zwangerschapsdiabetes, een aandoening waarbij zich tijdens
de zwangerschap een hoge bloedsuikerspiegel ontwikkelt) 1

8 ben(een soa, een aandoening die seksueel overdraagbaar is) 1
9 ben(Fibromyalgie, een chronische en pijnlijke aandoening van

de aanhechtingsplaatsen van spieren en pezen aan de gewrichten) 1
10 ben(Jakob, de eerste die de ziekte van Alper als zodanig herkende en

beschreef) 1

Level 2

1 ben(een geactiveerde spiercel na het samentrekken een deel van
een seconde, refractaire periode) 1

2 ben(Een seta, een stijve borstel bij eencelligen) 1
3 ben(Een van zijn meest opmerkelijke beleidspunten aan de top van het IOC,

het terugdringen van het aantal disciplines tijdens de Zomerspelen) 0
4 ben(IBD, een chronische ziekte) 1
5 ben(IBD, een chronische ziekte) 1
6 ben(Ondine’s vloek, een zeldzame aandoening waarbij de patiënt steeds weer

bewust moet ademen) 1
7 ben(Het proeven van de mens, een functie van de reukzin) 0
8 ben(Een voorbeeld van een dergelijke afwijking, rood-groen kleurenblindheid) 0
9 ben(Krentenbaard, een huiduitslag die vaak in het gezicht begint maar

overal op het lichaam kan optreden van het behaarde hoofd tot de voetzolen) 1
10 ben(Gingivitis, een ontstekingitis van de gingiva oftewel het tandvlees) 1

Level 3

1 ben(ervaringsmodaliteiten die de persoonlijkheid van de mens structureren,
boze geest held godsvrucht Grote Moeder en zovoorts) 0

2 ben(De realisatie van dit tweede centrum naast het ik, een proces dat
gekenmerkt wordt door de vereniging van tegenst ellingen in de mens zelf) 0

3 ben(Isaac Asimov Petrovichi, een Amerikaans schrijver) 1
4 ben(zijn robotverhalen, Het tweede thema waar Asimov bekend mee werd) 0
5 ben(Paracelsus, een controversiéle alchemist uit de 16e eeuw) 1
6 ben(Paracelsus, een controversiéle theoloog uit de 16e eeuw) 1
7 ben(Voyeurisme in ruime zin, het seksueel kunnen genieten van

het kijken naar naakt en/of seksuele gedragingen) 1
8 ben(wordt, een vreemdeling) 0
9 ben(Pyriet, een disulfide met zwavelparen) 1
10 ben(dierkunde dat dieren bestudeert, een discipline in de biologie) 1

Table 6.24: Examples of the first 10 dependency triples on each matching level
and their evaluation judgement for the has definition relation type.
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No. diagnoses dependency triple Eval

Level 1

1 word onderzoek op(bloed en urine, de aanwezigheid van
lichaamsvreemde stoffen) 1

2 word onderzoek op(bloed, de aanwezigheid van lichaamsvreemde stoffen) 1
3 word onderzoek op(bloed, ’de aanwezigheid van allergische antistoffen

(IgE) tegen bepaalde allergenen’) 1
4 kan toon aan(een urinetest, de infectie) 1
5 onderzoek(Het Expertisecentrum Forensische Psychiatrie, ontsnappingen

van tbs’ers en recidive) 1
6 kan stel(therapeut, geen diagnose) 0
7 word onderzoek in(alle kalveren in de leeftijd van vier tot twaalf maanden,

de periode van minimaal dertien maanden daarna) 0
8 word vind bij(geen schade, sommige onderzoeken) 0
9 word stel in(de eerste leerstoel voor ziekten aan het zenuwstelsel

aan het Hôpital de la Salpêtrière Parijs, de eerste leerstoel voor
ziekten aan het zenuwstelsel aan het Hôpital de la Salpêtrière Parijs) 0

10 word stel in(een proefbehandeling zonder dat men zeker weet of
het zal helpen, een proefbehandeling zonder dat men zeker weet of
het zal helpen) 0

Level 2

1 word onderzoek op(Iedere koe die een miskraam of
een te vroeg of doodgeboren kalf heeft gekregen, brucellose) 1

2 word stel op(de doodstraf, een aantal vergrijpen waaronder vleselijke
gemeenschap tussen mannen) 0

3 onderzoek(de arts, het slijmvlies van de dikke darm) 1
4 onderzoek(de kinderpsychiater, de gedragingen bij kinderen) 1
5 word onderzoek op(De verwijderde poliepen, maligniteit) 1
6 word stel op basis van(De diagnose ziekte van Huntington,

de familie-geschiedenis) 1
7 onderzoek(twee waarnemers, dezelfde persoon) 0
8 onderzoek(de patholoog, weefsel van het gezwel onder de microscoop) 1
9 onderzoek(Sir David Bruce, de Maltakoorts en trypanosomen waarbij

hij ook de oorzaak van slaapziekte ontdekte) 1
10 word stel op(een methode die in consensus werd goedgekeurd,

een methode die in consensus werd goedgekeurd) 0

Level 3

1 onderzoek(Pavlov, dit verschijnsel) 0
2 onderzoek(Eerste wetenschapper, placebo’s) 0
3 onderzoek(deel, een melding van een verdenking van

aviaire influenza vogelpest) 0
4 onderzoek(men, het therapeutische gebruik van gassen) 0
5 onderzoek(Alzheimer, veranderingen in de hersenen bij epilepsie) 1
6 onderzoek(Britse en Zwitserse wetenschappen,

110 randomized placebo controlled) 0
7 onderzoek(centra, het erfelijk karakter van de beperking) 0
8 onderzoek(de filosofie, de kennis van wat mooi of lelijk wordt ervaren) 0
9 onderzoek(De mede door hem opgerichte stichting Merkawah,

dit verschijnsel) 0
10 onderzoek(gezondheidspsychologe Michelle Hendriks, de invloed) 0

Table 6.25: Examples of the first 10 dependency triples on each matching level
and their evaluation judgement for the diagnoses relation type.
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No. occurs dependency triple Eval

Level 1

1 kom voor bij(Rood-groen kleurenblindheid, mannen) 1
2 kom voor bij(Fibromyalgie, vrouwen

ongeveer 90% van de pati ënten is vrouw) 1
3 kom voor bij(liesbreuken, vrouwen) 1
4 kom voor bij(Hemofilie, mannen) 1
5 kom voor bij(Hemofilie, vrouwen) 1
6 kom voor bij(een blaasontsteking, vrouwen) 1
7 kom voor bij(Keratoconus, 1 op de 1500 personen) 1
8 kom voor bij(Lupus, vrouwen) 1
9 kom voor bij(Mictiestoornissen, mannen) 1
10 kom voor bij(Mictiestoornissen, vrouwen) 1

Level 2

1 kom voor bij(Deze handelingswijze, personen met een emotioneel
instabiele persoonlijkheidsstoornis) 0

2 kom voor bij(geel-blauw-kleurenblindheid, mannen) 1
3 kom voor bij(geel-blauw-kleurenblindheid, vrouwen) 1
4 kom voor bij(GRS, mannen) 1
5 kom voor bij(Deze zogenoemde premature menopauze,

1% van de vrouwen) 1
6 kom voor bij(meer dan bij vrouwen, mannen) 0
7 kom voor bij(De verschillende overdrachtsroutes,

bepaalde sociaal-economische of culturele groepen) 1
8 kom voor bij(Hwa-byung of hwabyung, Koreaanse emigranten) 0
9 kom voor bij(Doordat de voetheffers vaak zijn aangedaan en niet goed

functioneren, deze aandoening) 0
10 kom voor bij(mannetjes, deze populaties) 0

Level 3

1 kom voor bij(vogelgriep of aviaire influenza, ‘vogels voornamelijk
hoenderachtigen die griepachtige verschijnselen veroorzaakt met sufheid,
tranende ogen, en opgezette kelen’) 1

2 kom voor bij(kinderoffers waarbij ook ongeboren baby’s gedood werden
als genoegdoening voor de goden van de zon en de maan, de Maya’s) 0

3 kom voor bij(Albino’s, merels) 1
4 kom voor bij(relatief veel genderrolwisselingen, 5ARD) 1
5 kom voor bij(relatief veel genderrolwisselingen, 17BHSD) 1
6 kom voor bij(Apomixie, de varenachtigen pteridophyta) 1
7 kom voor bij(Een exoskelet, schildpadden) 1
8 kom voor bij(celorganellen, planten) 1
9 kom voor bij(celorganellen, algen) 1
10 kom voor bij(arachnofobie, natuurvolkeren) 1

Table 6.26: Examples of the first 10 dependency triples on each matching level
and their evaluation judgement for the occurs relation type.
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No. prevents dependency triple Eval

Level 1

1 kan word voorkom door(gehoorschade, gebruik van gehoorbeschermers) 1
2 kan word voorkom door-te geef(Faalangst bij kinderen, ’een veilig gevoel,

geen onduidelijke of tegenstrijdige opdrachten te geven’) 1
3 kan word voorkom door-te herken(een hoop leed,

de voortekenen van agressie) 1
4 kan word voorkom door-te geef op(een hoop leed,

constructieve wijze aandacht) 1
5 kan word voorkom door-te geef(Faalangst bij kinderen, een kind) 0
6 kan word voorkom door-te maak door(Trombose, het slikken) 0
7 kan word voorkom door-te maak(Trombose, het bloed minder stolbaar

die de inactivatie van trombine door antitrombine aanjaagt heparines) 1
8 kan niet voorkom(het spiraaltje, de overdracht van seksueel overdraagbare

aandoeningen) 1
9 verminder(De nieuwste operatietechnieken waarbij met een camera in

de neus gekeken wordt tijdens de operatie en met een snijdende stofzuiger
oftewel shaver, de kans op complicaties) 1

10 verminder(De volgende maatregelen, de kans op wiegendood/SIDS) 0

Level 2

1 kan word voorkom door-verwijder van(ophoping, feces ontlasting) 1
2 kan word voorkom door-te plaats na(De verschijnselen, de thymectomie) 1
3 kan word voorkom door(een zwangerschap,

de introductie van de anticonceptiepil) 1
4 kan word voorkom door-te maak van(Trombose, geneesmiddelen

die de aanmaak van stollingsfactoren verminderen) 1
5 kan word voorkom door-te maak door(Trombose,

het injecteren van geneesmiddelen) 1
6 kan word voorkom door-te maak door injecteer van(Trombose,

geneesmiddelen) 1
7 kan word voorkom door-te geef aan(een hoop leed, boosheid) 1
8 kan niet voorkom-aangezien niet verhinder(het spiraaltje,

de uitwisseling van lichaamsvloeistoffen) 1
9 kan word voorkom door-te plaats(De verschijnselen,

een stukje thymusweefsel terug) 0
10 kan bescherm tegen(men, besmetting met pokken) 0

Level 3

1 kan word voorkom door-te plaats in(De verschijnselen, het lichaam) 0
2 kan word voorkom door-te dek af(Onderkoeling, het hoofd) 1
3 kan word voorkom door-te dek af met(Onderkoeling, een muts/pet) 1
4 kan word voorkom door-te dek af omdat ga bij(Onderkoeling,

geklede personen) 0
5 kan word voorkom door-te dek af omdat ga via(Onderkoeling, het hoofd) 0
6 kan word voorkom door(ophoping, het manueel verwijderen

van feces ontlasting in het rectum endeldarm) 1
7 kan word voorkom door-verwijder(ophoping, het manueel) 0
8 kan word voorkom door-verwijder in(ophoping, het rectumendeldarm) 1
9 kan niet voorkom-dat verspreid over(Een en ander, de wereld) 0
10 houd tegen(Oorsmeer, stof) 0

Table 6.27: Examples of the first 10 dependency triples on each matching level
and their evaluation judgement for the prevents relation type.
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6.6.2.2 Discussion

We discuss our findings from the above axamples by looking at the arguments,
dependency patterns, and errors, and then evaluate the performance of the
method using precision and recall measures.

The arguments of triples in the examples are often not single terms con-
structed of nouns or noun phrases, but often are clauses containing terms and
their descriptions (or modifiers). Consider, for example, the 10th triple of Level
1 in Table 6.21 as repeated below:

(14) word pas toe bij(homeopathische behandelingen, aandoeningen die niet of
moeilijk objectief te beoordelen zijn)
‘be apply to(homeopathic treatments, diseases that are not or difficult
to assess objectively)’

This triple has as its second argument a noun, i.e. aandoeningen ‘disorders’,
with a (long) modifier die niet of moeilijk objectief te beoordelen zijn ‘that are
not or difficult to assess objectively’. The whole chunk of this argument was ex-
tracted using dependency relation information, and main term (aandoeningen),
that was used to assign its label, was extracted using the PoS-tag filter. For
some relation types, such as treats which often has long arguments, we found
that these two linguistic techniques play an important role.

The second role of the dependency relation information is shown in handling
coordinations. Consider, for example, the following sentences from wikipedia:

(15) a. Meestal worden bloed en urine onderzocht op de aanwezigheid van
lichaamsvreemde stoffen , maar ook weefsels en haren kunnen wor-
den onderzocht ..
‘Usually, blood and urine tested for the presence of foreign sub-
stances, but also hair and tissue can be examined.’

b. Bij de patiënt wordt bloed afgenomen wat wordt onderzocht op de
aanwezigheid van allergische antistoffen ( IgE ) tegen bepaalde al-
lergenen .
‘From the patient blood is taken that will be examined for the
presence of allergic antibodies (IgE) against certain allergens.’

The first sentence (15-a) contains a diagnoses relation in which the first argu-
ment is a coordination (underlined). Since our term relationship ideally links
two arguments each containing a term, besides having the coordination as an
argument, we also want to get every constituent of the coordination as an ar-
gument. Using the dependency information, our method generates triples con-
sisting of the coordination and coordination’s constituents each as an argument
from the same sentence, as shown by triples no. 1 and 2 of Level 1 in Table
6.25. The benefit of this constituent extraction is revealed when we extract a
triple from the second sentence (15-b). This sentence also contains a diagnoses
relation, as shown by the third triple of Level 1 in the same table. Its first
argument is apparently the same with the first argument of one of the triples
from the first example, i.e. bloed ‘blood’. The same-first-argument triples from
these examples are:
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(16) a. word onderzoek op(bloed, de aanwezigheid van lichaamsvreemde stof-
fen)
‘be examine for(blood, the presence of foreign substances)’

b. word onderzoek op(bloed, ’de aanwezigheid van allergische antistoffen
(IgE) tegen bepaalde allergenen’)
‘be examine for(blood, ‘the presence of allergic antibodies (IgE)
against certain allergens’)’

The meaning of these triples is that blood can be used to examine the presence
of foreign substances and/or the presence of allergic antibodies (IgE) against
certain allergens. This shows how can we combine pieces of information for a
term from different sentences, which can be achived by making every argument
to contain a single main term. And for this to happen, main terms grouped by
coordinations should be expanded into their constituents where each constituent
has its own dependency triple.

Since our method is aimed at finding a relation between two terms, a non-
term argument will not be detected by a simple dependency pattern. Consider,
for example, the following sentence from wikipedia:

(17) Faalangst bij kinderen kan voorkomen worden door een kind een veilig
gevoel te geven, geen onduidelijke of tegenstrijdige opdrachten te geven,
moeilijke taken herschikken in gemakkelijker deeltaken.
‘Anxiety in children can be prevented by [giving children a safe feeling],
giving no unclear or conflicting orders, rearranging difficult tasks into
easier subtasks.’

This sentence contains a prevents relation, whose dependency pattern is kan word
voorkom door ‘can be prevent by’, and whose part of the second argument is
underlined, i.e. een kind een veilig gevoel te geven, which literally means ‘a child
a safe feeling to give’ or contextually means ‘to give a safe feeling to a child.’
Since it is an infinitive, not a nominal, our method did not extract the clause in a
whole as an argument, instead it climbed down the subtree of sentence’s depen-
dency parse tree to get a nominal term. Finally, it found an argument, i.e. een
veilig gevoel ‘a safe feeling’. However, the dependency pattern to get this term
is not the same as above anymore, because we have passed a subtree consisting
of a subdependency pattern -te geef ‘-to give’. The new dependency pattern
is now kan word voorkom door-te geef ‘can be prevent by-to give’, as shown by
the second triple of Level 1 in Table 6.27 and repeated below with its whole
chunk of argument:

(18) kan word voorkom door-te geef(Faalangst bij kinderen, ’een veilig gevoel,
geen onduidelijke of tegenstrijdige opdrachten te geven’)
‘can be prevent by-to give(Anxiety in children, ‘a safe feeling, not un-
clear or conflicting orders’)’

Relations as in the above example are frequently found in the prevents re-
lation type and can clearly be seen in that table. In this case, dependency
patterns become overly specific as shown in most of the triples in the table, and
the meanings represented by the dependency patterns are not simple anymore.

This fact suggests us two things in order to get useful dependency triples.
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First, if we keep limiting the extraction method only on nominal arguments, it
is important to get as short dependency patterns as possible. This is suitable
especially if we want to store the extracted dependency triples into an ontology,
in which arguments are terms or concepts. Second, for other applications that
do not require arguments to be nominals, it may be more suitable to allow non-
nominal chunks to become arguments and to keep the dependency patterns as
short as possible as well. An example of such applications is an How-To QA
system which asks for a procedure, such as ‘How to prevent anxiety in children? ’
which can be answered nicely with ‘give a safe feeling, not unclear or conflicting
orders.’

All of the previously discussed dependency patters are for positive relations.
How about a statement that contains a negative relation? An example for this
relation is shown by triple no. 8 of Level 1 in Table 6.27 as repeated below:

(19) kan niet voorkom(het spiraaltje, de overdracht van seksueel overdraagbare
aandoeningen)
‘can not prevent(the IUD, the transfer of sexually transmitted diseases)’

For this kind of relation, the method identifies the occurrence of a negative
marker and then adds the marker into the extracted dependency pattern. Ap-
parently, there is only one negative relation in the previous tables, namely the
above triple.

We have identified several causes of errors in the dependency triples. The
first cause is related to ambiguity in labeling a relation between two relation
types, especially between has symptom and causes. For example, triple no. 8
of Level 2 in Table 6.22 or its translation, can cause(Some zoonoses [infectious
diseases], a damage of the embryo or an abortion), is a causes relation, but in
that table it was classified as a has symptom relation. Further discussion on
this problem has been presented in Section 6.6.1.8.

The second cause of errors is having non-medical terms as arguments. For
example, triple no. 7 of Level 3 in Table 6.23, which is translated as raise by(fire,
a spark), has arguments which are general terms. However, since their arguments
do not have any medical label, it was grouped into Level 3 by the system, which
means that this relation is less relevant to the medical domain.

The third cause of errors is having definite NPs as the first arguments. These
arguments refer to their preceeding sentences, thus to get accurate meanings
they need to be resolved. Since we do not apply any anaphora resolution in this
method, those arguments are left unresolved. To solve this problem, we actually
have applied a set of definite NP filters which discards dependency triples having
a definite NP in their arguments. However, these manually constructed filters
apparently missed some definite NPs. Consider, for example, triple no. 1 of
Level 2 in Table 6.26, or its translation occur in(These ways of handling, people
with an emotionally unstable personality disorder). Its first argument does not
explicitly describe a specific ‘name’ of ‘handling’, and therefore is not a relevant
relation.

And the last and most common cause of errors is the parsing errors, which
usually produce incomplete arguments. For example, the second argument of
the first triple of Level 3 in Table 6.21 is het onderzoek ‘the investigation’ which
actually should be het onderzoek naar o.a. de morfologie van zenuwcellen ‘the
investigation to the morphology of neurons’.
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Relation type L1 L2 L3 total
causes 942 1,625 647 3,214
has definition 4,102 6,118 657 10,877
occurs 548 2,219 1,238 4,005
treats 300 1,826 1,026 3,152
has symptom 1,220 2,668 850 4,738
prevents 24 171 470 665
diagnoses 34 265 231 530
total 7,170 14,892 5,149 27,148

Table 6.28: Number of dependency triples per relation type grouped into three
levels according to the number of their matching concept labels.

Relation type L1 (%) L2 (%) L3 (%) average (%)
causes 95 90 75 87
has definition 95 65 30 63
occurs 90 80 50 73
treats 85 60 45 63
has symptom 80 30 - 55
prevents 75 50 50 58
diagnoses 60 60 35 52
all 83 62 41 62

Table 6.29: Precision of relation extraction for each relation type at three se-
mantic levels on wikipedia.

After looking at the dependency triples in all of the tables, we can draw an
initial conclusion that triples grouped in Level 1 are the most relevant relations,
while triples in Level 3 are the most irrelevant relations. If this finding is valid,
we can use the grouping, which is based on the matching levels of semantic
labels, as a strategy to isolate relevant relations from the rest.

6.7 Evaluation

We extract dependency triples from wikipedia using the learned relation pat-
terns. This process results in 27,211 dependency triples, which are distributed
into three semantic levels as shown in Table 6.28. For each level, the table shows
the number of dependency triples per relation type.

Most of the dependency triples have labels only on one of their arguments
(Level 2). However, not all of the unlabeled arguments are non-medical terms.
Thus, we can expect that more potential dependency triples can be collected
from this group. The second large group is Level 1 where both arguments of
the triples have labels. This finding is promising since from this level we expect
to get the most relevant triples. Level 3, the less relevant group, has the lowest
number of triples, which is desirable.

How good is the performance of the groups? To answer it, we randomly
selected 20 extraction results from each level and each relation type, and then
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Relation type P (%) R (%) F (%)
has definition 83 73 78
causes 92 67 77
occurs 81 54 65
has symptom 58 62 60
prevents 80 40 53
treats 71 40 51
diagnoses 86 24 38

Table 6.30: Performance of relation extraction on the test set containing 50
sentences per relation type.

evaluated them manually. The precision at different levels are given in Table
6.29. For all of the relation types, the best accuracy is at Level 1, where both of
the arguments have matching semantic types. The drop in precision at Level 3 is
considerable since no matching argument was found. For the prevents relation
type, 50% of the errors at Level 1 are cases where one of the arguments is
a definite NP. To obtain a full interpretation of these NPs, they need to be
interpreted as co-referential with a preceding NP. The noise in the training data
also contributes to errors, although the pattern filtering has reduced a great
amount of irrelevant patterns. Another source of errors are non-medical term
arguments, such as name of places, concepts for other domains, or non-term
arguments.

The low accuracy of Level 3 is an indication that the coverage of our concept
labeling system is satisfactory: if both of the arguments cannot be assigned
with a medical concept label, we can be relatively certain that the extracted
arguments are not proper instances of the relation.

Finally, to get precision and recall measurements, we randomly created a test
set consisting of 350 sentences. It consists of the 7 relation types, and each type
contains 50 labeled sentences. Only the subset of these sentences that actually
contain relevant relations, regardless of the semantic types of their arguments,
were considered to be positive cases for the relation. We use all of the relation
patterns extracted previously to extract dependency triples from the test set.

Table 6.30 shows the performance of the relation types. Precision is rela-
tively high for most of the relation types, but recall varies. The method performs
reasonably well for the has definition (f-measure 78%) and causes (77%) rela-
tion types, and performs less well for the diagnoses relation (38%). Variation
in performance is probably due to the fact that for some relations, where more
training examples are available, some relations were expressed by simpler de-
pendency patterns (i.e. is caused by) while the actual test sentences contain
complex relations. Some patterns also seem to suffer more from parsing errors.

The low recall on the treats relation type is caused by the fact that some
of its test sentences are infinitive sentences, conditional sentences or sentences
containing parse errors, as shown in the following examples:

(20) a. Om uitdroging te voorkomen moet veel gedronken worden ( maar
geen alcohol of koffie ).
‘In order to prevent dehydration, [one] should drink a lot (but not
alcohol or coffee).’
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b. Wanneer de verschillende onderzoeken wijzen op kanker , wordt er
een operatieplan gemaakt.
‘When the various studies indicate cancer, an operation is planned.’

The first sentence (20-a) is an infinitive sentence, and our Alpino parser cannot
find a subject in it. Without a subject node in a dependency parse tree, our
method cannot recognize the first argument of the relation which in turn will
miss the potential relation. The second sentence (20-b) is a conditional sentence,
and our method is not designed to recognize relations from this kind of sentence.

If we put aside the recall, we will see that the precision of our method is
reasonably high in most of the relation types. The low recall of the has symptom
relation type is mainly caused by parsing errors that produce arguments with
incomplete terms.

6.8 Summary

We have presented our approach to answer the fifth research question where we
extract relation patterns from the dependency parse trees of the IMIX corpus
and use the patterns to extract new relations from the Wikipedia corpus.

Our experiments showed that relation patterns can be learned from sen-
tences that were labelled with only the relation they contain. Concept labeling
helps in improving the accuracy of the relation extraction system: it is used to
rank relevant patterns higher, to distinguish identical dependency patterns for
different relation types, and to predict which matching patterns in a test corpus
are most likely correct instances of the relation.

Our current method uses the semantic types and semantic relation (pat-
terns) from the training data. In the future our method can be improved to
(semi-automatically) annotate corpora using the UMLS Semantic Network that
contains 135 semantic types and 54 relationships.

In the present experiments, we still manually select the discriminating key-
words from the extracted candidate dependency patterns. The relation pattern
learning phase can be improved in various ways, for example by incorporating
fully automatic filtering and applying a generalization method. By generalizing
dependency patterns, for example, word::word veroorzaak door and veroorzaak::
veroorzaak door are generalized as veroorzaak::veroorzaak, we can automatically
select potential dependency patterns according to particular criteria, e.g., fre-
quency or the number of generalization constituents.

During the evaluation phase, we noticed that an important source of errors
was due to coreference. Sentences such as This form is transferred via a domi-
nant gene, or The disease is caused by a surplus of growth hormone are labeled
as cause, but were discarded as cause sentences from the gold standard evalua-
tion set, as they do not contain complete information for one of the arguments
of the relation. We estimated that approximately 9% of the relation candidates
in the Wikipedia data contain pronominal or definite NPs that needs anaphoric
interpretation. An obvious next step would be to apply coreference resolution
to medical terms, so as to obtain a full interpretation of the term, and a term
which can be used for concept classification.




